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Stay Renewed to

s spring is upon us, it never
ceases to amaze me how

other Nature renews it-
self. The evidence of a new season
peaks through as leaves appear on
the trees, and everything has a fresh
new look and a new beginning. As
much as I appreciate the annual
spring renewal, it reminds me that
renewal process in real estate man-
agement is continuous.

In fact, one of the "old" things
getting a fresh new look is street re-
tailing. At one point in time, shop-
ping centers and malls did a lot of
damage to many small- and big -

town main streets.
But changes in retailing and con-

sumer preferences have spawned a
re -growth of vibrant urban shop-
ping streets. Check out what's
causing this renaissance, and what
it might mean to you in "The
'Mailing' of American Retail and

How to Re -discover Street Retail-
ing" (p. 22).

That doesn't mean malls and
shopping centers are going away,
in fact there is a renewal going on
there too. I encourage you to check
out "When All the World's a Mali:
The Art and Soul of Merging Ex-
perience and Enterprise in Today's
Retail" (p. 32), and "How a Shop-
ping Mall Won Olympic Gold" (p.
32) to see what might be sprouting
in that sector.

While we are talking about re-
freshed perspectives on an "old"
industry sector (pardon the pun),
take a look at "Marketing to Se-
niors is a 'Booming' Opportunity"
(p. 17). Every passing year I seem to
have more of a personal interest in
this topic.

Even old controversies can
"sprout new branches' Normally,
gun -control is not an issue that

comes up in many real estate man-
agement discussions. In this edi-
tion's "Face-off" (p. 9), read two
different perspectives on what
property managers think owners
should do to treat gun ownership
on residential properties.

There is plenty more great infor-
mation in this edition that you can
use to renew and grow your busi-
ness. So take some time and enjoy
both the rebirth of spring, and the
newest edition of JPM. .

WQJId's aria

TURN TO P. 32 10 READ THIS ARTICLE.

rem.org/jpm
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buzz__/ newsilash ____

ALL IN THE FAMILY
U.S. family businesses are increasingly confident about
their growth prospects and are poised to capitalize on new
opportunities, according to a PricewaterhouseCoopers,
LLP (PwC) news release regarding its latest Global FafriIy
Business Survey, released in October 2012.

ile confidence exists, survey respondents high-
lighted the challenges and key focal points they

will face in 2013 and beyond:

68 percent cited market conditions as a main issue
over the next 12 months, waning from 88 percent
two years ago suggesting that family businesses have
adapted to market volatility and economic uncertainty.

 58 percent cited the need to continually innovate as a
top challenge over the next five years, indicating they
must out -innovate peers to ensure the long-term vi-
ability of their companies.

 47 percent are venturing abroad, selling goods and
services outside their customary domestic markets;
54 percent also expect to be selling internationally in
the future.

Scan the OR code to read a past JPM article, "Switching
Gears" to learn more about management opportunities and

issues about EV charging stations. E

SI

p

-

39 percent said the need for new technology will be
a substantial challenge in five years' time. Social me-
dia, mobile devices and cloud computing have leveled
the playing field for many family businesses. Still, they
will need to keep pace with and effectively harness
emerging technology.

38 percent indicated succession planning will pose a
substantial challenge five years from now. Too often,
family businesses either do not have a formal succes-
sion plan or loose one that is rarely revisited. This can
adversely affect not only the company's longevity, but
also its near -term health.

Electric
vehicles (EV) continue to emerge in the

marketplace, causing commercial real estate inves-
tors and managers to consider integrating EV charging
stations into their properties. Consumer concerns over
EV driving distance capabilities and payment for pub-
lic electric charging are two issues holding back mass
adoption. General Motors, however, announced in No-
vember the development of two smart phone apps to
address these concerns for EV drivers. One app will
help EV drivers find charging stations on their routes;
the other app will allow drivers to pay for EV charge -

ups with their phones. With enhanced EV technology
on the way, property owners and managers might con-
sider investigating if charging stations are a viable op-
tion for their properties.

6 I Jpm I May.Jun 2013
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Multifamily investor demand in 2012

neared the competitive levels of 2005; and
for the first time in 10 years, multifam-

ily sales outpaced the sale of office buildings, accord-
ing to Jones Lang LaSalle's report, Multfamily Capital
Trends, United States Winter 2013. Total sales volume
reached $80.1 billion from nearly 3,000 transactions.

The report forecasted continued positive trends for
2013, but it projected "compounding occupancy and rent
growth will begin to slow" in 2013 and 2014. It indicated
apartment occupancy wifi continue to climb, however,
as population growth from Echo -Boomers and Empty
Nesters "will aid in the absorption of units through 2020.

TRENDS FOR 2013 INCLUDED:

Investment activity for multifamily assets is expected
to far exceed 2012 levels and might even surpass the
2007 historic sales volume.
High-tech and energy centric markets will continue to
see increased investor demand.
Declining risk aversion from lenders will likely fuel
private investment.
As the housing market continues to improve, and
owning becomes more affordable than renting, apart-
ment owners will likely turn to condominium conver-
sions as exit strategies. .

SOUNDBITE S

"In three words can sum up
everything I've learned about life:
it goes on."
-ROBERT FROT

"To be yourself in a world that
is constantly trying to make you
something else is the greatest
accomplishment."
-RAl PR \t/A! flfl FNRP1'N:

"The fool doth think he is wise,
but the wise man knows himself
to be a fool."

VviLLIAiv 3H/-ESPEARE

"Never put off until tomorrow
what you can do the day after
tomorrow."

-MARK TWAIN

"Patience is something you admire
in the driver behind you, but not
in one ahead."

RI! MCn! AHEN

"Before you criticize someone, you
should walk a mile in their shoes.
That way when you criticize them,
you are a mile away from them
and you have their shoes."

ACK HANOr

"The trouble with being punctual
is that nobody's there to
appreciate it."
-FRANKLIN P. JONL

rem.orgljpm I JPIII 7
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what you can do the day after
tomorrow."

-MARK TWAIN

"Patience is something you admire
in the driver behind you, but not
in one ahead."

RI! MCn! AHEN

"Before you criticize someone, you
should walk a mile in their shoes.
That way when you criticize them,
you are a mile away from them
and you have their shoes."

ACK HANOr

"The trouble with being punctual
is that nobody's there to
appreciate it."
-FRANKLIN P. JONL
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e Blairs, a residential complex built in the 1950s and 1960s as a subur- laced throughout the con1unity.
ban neighborhood bordering Silver Spring, Md., and Eastern Avenue in The Blairs' Master Plan will also in -

Wash ington, D.C., will be transformed into a mixed -use, transit -oriented in- dude additional dog parks, fitness
tegrated and smart -growth community, according toa February news release parks, new restaurants and retail
from real estate developer, the Tower Companies. The plan involves turning shops anchored by a grocery store,
existing surface parking lots into new residences including townhouses and a hotel, office building and numer-
apartment towers, as well as approximately 4.11 acres of open urban parks ous other amenities.
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lace -off / buzz::

ONE QUESTION, TWO IREM MEMBERS

DO YOU THINK OWNERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO RESTRICT GUN
POSSESSION IN APARTMENT COMMUNITIES?"

JO ANNE CORBITT, CPM
VICE PRESIDENT, PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL
NASHVILLE, TENN.

yes
As a crusader for private property rights, my short an-
swer is, "YES!!" But this is a matter that deserves and
requires much a more in-depth study.

Residents, as well as prospects, expect a certain level
of safety when leasing at a given property. They are con-
cerned about illegal or unacceptable activities.

Property owners are concerned about liability from
residents, guests, employees, vendors and anyone else
stepping foot onto the property-with or without per-
mission.

We all know that if it happens on your property,
courts of public opinion, as well as the judiciary look
to landlords as the cold, money grabbers who must, in
return, protect everyone from everything-including
themselves.

So, what's the most effective, efficient and/or logical
way(s) to protect the landlord's rights and avoid increas-
ing his/her liability?

 Have a "no firearms" rule or policy, except for sworn
officers of the law.

 Include or exclude someone who has a legal "right to
carry" permit.

 Post signs in all of the common areas with guns in a
red circle with a slash through it.

 Hire security guards or install metal detectors.
 Put "unapproved possession of a fire arm" in your

lease as a non -monetary default.
 Figure out a way to address rifles and/or shotguns

used for hunting.
 What if you do nothing proactively to limit the num-

ber, types of fire arms on the premises?

Exploration of each of these items (and many more) is
warranted for each property. Remember-it's the land-
lord's property which entitles him/her to make the rules.
Doing so without increasing liability is the challenge.

EDWARD MCBRIDE
MCBRIDE, WILLIAMS &

POWELL, LLC
CINCINNATI

The preponderance of evidence indicates that landlords
may have the authority, but not the ability, to restrict
residents from possessing guns on their rental proper-
ties. Gun owners are not a protected class. In qualifying
a prospect, we could reject a gun owner, but why do it?

What if the gun owner is a doctor, a lawyer, a CPM,
etc.? Can we afford to turn away potentially excellent
tenants? And how do we make sure the question of gun
ownership is answered honestly?

Posting signs declaring a property is "gun restrict-
ed" is a magnet for burglars. It may imply a promise of
safety that is not intended and not possible, but fodder
for litigation if a shooting incident occurs on the site. I
would rather post a sign that says, "More ex -navy seals
and ex -army rangers live here than at any other property
in town' Unfortunately, it also implies an unachievable
level of safety for all residents, and also leaves ownership
open to litigation.

Guns do not fire on their own. The more important
question is, "can we eliminate the abusers?" Govern-
ment at all levels is gridlocked on the solution to gun
deaths. Taking firearms away from citizens who are
obeying anti -gun legislation puts those citizens at the
mercy of criminals who use guns to assist them in steal-
ing, raping, murdering, etc.

Once arrested for massacres, the "alleged" miscreants
hide behind insanity defenses and refusals to shave off
beards to forestall and hopefully avoid appropriate pun-
ishment. Prompt trials for accused felons, followed by
prompt execution of convicted felons who use a gun in
perpetrating a major crime, would be a good start.

Refusing housing to an unidentifiable, potential per-
petrator of gun violence is not a solution to the protec-
tion of our tenants. It is a fool's errand for any owner or
property manager to attempt it.
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FLASHUGHT o-
Turn your iPhone into a flashlight
with this free app. You never know
when it'll come in handy, espe-
cially when walking through a
property. This is the only flashlight
app that also has a compass incor-
porated into the interface, so you'll
have the direction you need in the
darkness. This app is compatible
with iPhone, iPod touch and iPad;
however, it requires iOS 4.3 or later
and it's optimized for the iPhone 5.

MENTAL NOTE 0

Turn your iPhone into a digital
notepad. This free app combines
photographs, voice recordings,
drawings and text-all on the same
page and in any order you choose.
Anytime you have a thought that
you want to remember, use this
app to jot down ideas. The app
allows you to use photos, audio,
sketches and text all on the same
page. It's also available to use on
the iPad and is a useful tool during
meetings or brainstorm sessions
with your staff.

Dolphins can
swim and
sleep at the
same time.

I am.
"I am," is the second
shortest complete
sentence in the
English language.

U

GENIUS SCAN
Genius Scan turns your iPhone
into a pocket scanner. It enables
you to quickly scan documents on
the go and e-mail them as a JPEG
or PDE The Genius Scan scanner
technology includes smart page
detection, perspective correc-
tion and image post -processing.
It allows you to build PDF docu-
ments with multiple scans. This is
perfect for use if you're on the go
and need to archive receipts, or if
you're in a meeting and want to
capture notes taken on a white -
board.

FDOCUSIGN INK
Sign documents and get signa-
tures quickly and easily from your
iPad or iPhone. This is a must -

have app that will save you time
and eliminate
fax or mail documents and forms
for signatures. This app gives you
a safe, secure and legally binding
signature that allows you to sign
important documents like con-
tracts and leases from anywhere.

The name for Oz in the Wizard
of Oz was thought up when the
creator, Frank Baum, looked at
his filing cabinet and saw A -N,
and O -Z, hence Oz."

The name Wendy was made up for the In 10 minutes
book Peter Pan. __________

The fear of peanut butter ,
sticking to the roof of
the mouth is called '
Arachibutyrophobia.

Pearls can melt
in vinegar.

a hurricane ___________
releases I. I

more energy
than all of the
world's nuclear
weapons
combined.
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___________ Highest and Lowest Eli (Expense/Income) Ratio:
Suburban Office Bui(dings

[Listed by median and sample size]
I Highest E/i Ratio*; I Lowest Eli Ratio*

Denver
Minneapolis

0.54; 10 0.55: 53
0.35

0.34; 34

P -I -E

g

Norther N

0.60; 20

).22; 16

33; 127

10

4Minimum sample of 10

44E/1 ratio determined by dividing the Total Operating Costs (TOC) by the Total Actual Collections (l'AC). Operating
Expenses do not reflect such items as ground rent, mortgage interest, amortization, depreciation, income taxes, or capital
expenditures.

'"Besides suburban office buildings, downtown data is available in Metro, Regional, and National reports. Additionally,
Income/Expense Analysis data is available for 4 other property types: Conventional Apartments, Shopping Centers, Federally
Assisted Apartments, Condominiums, Coops, & l'UDs.

OFFICE
BUILDINGS :::: :::::,. : : ::: : :::::::::::::::'::::: ......:........:.........:.......:::::

FIND MUCH MORE VALUABLE INFORMATION LIKE THIS
IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSISs

PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS ____
AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT 1/
WWW.IREM.ORG/INCOMEEXPENSE.
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AUTHOR OF
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MANAGEMENT

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.

i\l_l,

How a Shopping Mall Won Olympic Gold
P

It had always been a dream of mine to go
to the Olympics, but after finding out that
you need to do more than watch Cool Run -

flings to make the bobsled team, I settled on
the dream of one day being a spectator at the
Olympics. Since my daughter is a regional
champion swimmer with aspirations for Rio
in 2016, it was a good opportunity for me to
fulfill my dream last summer when my family
and I attended the 2012 London Olympics.
And while the back 3 1/2 pikes were flawless
and the Brazilian basketball team was tower-
ing, I found perfection in something much
more unexpected-a shopping mall.

In anticipation of the Olympics, the West-
field Group completed a 1.8 million square
foot shopping mall in 2011 around the
Stratford train station closest to Olympic
Park. When trains arrived in the station, the
routes forced pedestrians to either walk past
or through the mall to get to the park. I at-
tended many events while at the Olympics-
every time passing through that shopping
mall. As a real estate junkie and in my 40+
years in real estate, I just couldn't see how that
shopping mall could have accommodated the
masses of people any better than it did. Rest -
rooms were always clean. Safety was never a
concern. Lines never seemed to be too long.
When it rained (and it rained a lot), people
would crowd into the mall to seek refuge, but
no matter how many people were in the mall,
the wet floors were constantly being cleaned
and mopped. Charging stations and hotspots
were all free and convenient. Everything was
organized. Everything worked. And after the
games were over, it was the Westfield Group
that won big.

Upon returning home, I read that the
Westfield Group had the highest earnings in
the history of the company during the Olym-

pics. They kept it together, operated smoothly
and as a result, posted record -breaking earn-
ings amongst the granddaddy of events. How
were they able to do it? The answer is a simple
one, yet one that is overlooked far too often-
preparation and planning. The Olympics is
an extraordinarily planned event and this
300 -store mall was amazingly prepared to
deal with the enormous event. The prepara-
tion was well thought out and the plans were
executed with outstanding organization.

Chances are that the Olympics will not be
coming to your retail center in the near fu-
ture unless your center is located in Sochi or
Rio, but that shouldn't stop you from realiz-
ing the same benefits of a well prepared and
planned event at any size retail center. For ex-
ample, collaborate with your utility company
to offer high -efficiency light bulb trade-ins.
Invite your local car dealer to bring an elec-
tric or hybrid car to show off to patrons. Host
a model solar car race in the parking lot for
children. Regardless of the event, the result-
ing success and benefits will only be as good
as the preparation and planning that goes
into the event.

Proper preparation and planning for an
event is every bit as much about sustainabil-
ity as solar panels, wind turbines or double-

paned windows. The preparation and plan-
ning that the mall carried out for the Olym-
pics provided a sustainable environment to
continuously attract and service hundreds of
thousands of people daily. They utilized the
resources available to service the demand and
provide satisfaction for that day and the next
day. And even if it's not the Olympics, any
well -executed event can bring in more sat-
isfied patrons, more business and more rev-
enue. Because in the end, it's preparation and
planning that brings home the gold medal.

12 I jpm I May.Jun 2013
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Marketing
Trends NOT
to Ignore

witter followers, high fashion and
even baby names can change more
quickly than your internet speed. If

you're wondering which business trends to
pay attention to first, grab your coffee mug
and follow along. Oh, and I'm going to give
you a little homework while you read: take my
dad's advice. Trend -spotters, beware.

Here are three marketing
trends you don want !0_11!isL

1. Conduct a Brand Audit

What's your company's brand strategy? Think
about your elevator pitch here; try to state
your brand in 30 words or less. The idea is to
identify what differentiates your company and
your brand strategy. If it's a challenge, a brand
audit is just what you need. Start by asking
yourself these four questions:

1. What are we known for?

2. What are our key alliances?
3. How are we positioned now?
4. How do we want to be positioned?

2. Managers as Salespeople

Recently, a client mused over lunch that her
real estate managers don't think marketing is
their job. Here's the news: it's everybody's job
to sell. While you're on your second cup of
coffee this morning, ask your managers-I'd
bet that relatively few of them will say their
job is to market the company. You can change
their perspective, and your bottom line, by

Some things are just counterintuitive.
When I first learned to drive, my dad
taught me the importance of leaning
into the curve. Although this was
indeed scary advice for a new driver, it
actually proved to be sound business
guidance. I think you'll agree that
trends today come and go faster
than you can Google, "What's hot?"

training your managers to be storytellers.
Why? Storytellers win sales. Show your team
how to demonstrate to prospective clients not
only what, but how, your company does what
it does. After all, your employees are your best
marketing tool-period.

3. Collaborative Space

Do you think traditional office space is dying?
Perhaps not, but it will certainly be different.
And if you want to increase the likelihood that
rising talent will be attracted to your company
and want to work for you, then listen up-it's
all about collaboration.

While it's true that not all of us can claim
Starbucks as our office space, our future work-
space will definitely come with a twist. Ten-
ants and employers want less of it. Millenni-
als don't want the old you're -in -prison type of
cubicles. More informal spaces with common
spaces and low walls, or no walls, are the key.

Want to have part of your workforce work
remotely? No problem, just brainstorm a little.
From circular workstations to Skype-powered
chat rooms, tomorrow's workspace has a

whole new look. Both virtual and visible, this
trend allows employees and clients the oppor-
tunity to communicate intentionally.

It can sometimes be difficult to decipher
what's hot and what's not, but guess what?
Here's the trick: pay attention to current
trends-this may just be your best marketing
tactic.

So do your homework, and lean into the
curve.
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TOPICS INCLUDE:

 Green/Sustainability  Mixed Use Properties
 Industrial Properties  Office Buildings
 Medical Office  Senior Housing
 Military Housing  Student Housing
 Associations  Shopping Centers/

(Condos, Co-ops, HOAs) Retail Properties
 Conventional Apartments

THE ASI GROUP

Your Single

Source Solution

Accessories
Superior design
and the most
extensive range
of products in
the industry -
hallmarks of
our washroom
accessories.

Partitions
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powder coated
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color-thru
phenolic and
plastic laminate
partitions.

Lockers
The best -
engineered
lockers and
shelving in
the industry.

Your single source solution for
Washroom Accessories,Toilet
Partitions, Lockers and other
storage products worldwide.
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ccording to the U.S. Census, there are 35 million seniors in
the U.S. today- 12.4 percent of the population. Throughout
the next decade, that percentage is projected to increase to
16.5 percent to 53.7 million people. The life expectancy of
men and women in the U.S. is 76.2 years for men and 81.1

years fo women, up from 65.4 years and 71 years, respectively, in 1950.
Considering these statistics, seniors as a customer segment have the
potential to become one of the best sales pipelines in the market today.
So, how do we attract this population to our community?

The senior demographic offers great potential to housing providers, charac-
terized by a growing customer base, stability of leasehold and loyal business
relationships. Recognizing the unique features of this customer base can help
you to market effectively and provide an environment that meets their needs.

In the coming years, housing prices for seniors are likely to increase at an
accelerated rate, fueled by several factors:

 Declining supply of stock
 Increased demand based upon demographics
 Constraints of fixed incomes
 Higher labor costs
 Increased cost of raw materials

These factors will impact housing venue options for seniors as they seek
to balance rising variable costs with largely unchanged incomes. How do we
identify a price point that avoids sticker shock?

Now that the baby boomer generation has begun entering retirement, we
are starting to see the impact on property behavior. Baby boomers-those
born between the end of World War II and the early years of the 1960s-con-
stitute 76 million people.

The economics of changing senior housing needs will further impact
the conventional apartment market as property managers seek to fulfill the
needs or our customers. A recent Harvard University study suggests that
remodelers will benefit from increased demand for their services as retirees
alter homes to cater for their needs. "Age -in -place" retrofits are likely to be a
valuable source of work for professional contractors-the cost of remodeling
a home (kitchen, bath and adding a ground floor bedroom with bath) can
range from $80,000-$140,000.

Part of our role will be to retrofit units and maximize opportunities by
promoting this to our target market. The same improvements that appeal
to seniors-such as ease of accessibility and comfort-may also appeal to
demographics such as families with children and customers with disabilities.
Far from limiting the customer base, accessibility adjustments widen the po-
tential market.

While some seniors may continue to live in the family home as they age

and decide to adjust existing prop-
erties to fit their needs, others will
look for new housing-especially if
it offers smaller, more manageable,
comfortable spaces. It is fairly com-
mon for seniors to sell larger family
homes because bigger spaces are no
longer needed and the maintenance
requirements can become inconve-
nient.

Tips for Attracting
and Retaining
Seniom

Focus on how active and inde-
pendent they will be. One of the
biggest fears often expressed is hay-
ing to rely on others for basic ev-
eryday life functions. What do you
offer that will enhance their lives?
Define what your customers need.
Do you have it? The senior housing
market is changing quickly. Baby
boomers are demanding a level of
quality and service that far exceeds
their predecessors. Boomers are
expecting more (e.g. van service
to doctors, shopping centers and
events; library/business centers; hot
meals; fitness centers; hair salons
and even happy hours). Be creative,
identify what your customers want
and then see how you can deliver it.
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Bui'd Trust. Being taken advantage of is another com-
mon fear among senior prospects. To assuage this fear,
try using guarantees to impart confidence. This might
even be the time to employ fully refundable holds. And
remember, don't adopt a defensive attitude if your cus-
tomer gives you a hard time-they may be testing you.
Like most customer complaints, how you respond is
what people remember.

Mind Y*ir Tongue

Attitude is key. Mind your audience. Don't approach
your customer as "old"-studies show that we routinely
think "old" means ten years older than we currently are.
If you are in your late 20s then you are old to teenagers.
If you are in your 30s you are old to college students.
Treat customers as people rather than demographics.
Being condescending or patronizing towards senior
prospects will surely kill your sales. Try to avoid words
like senior, old or elderly.

Sell to Your Audience

Think of your target market, Design your senior -

focused print advertising to be easily read and under-
stood. Depending on your marketing budget, you will
probably utilize several marketing campaigns. As we
age, the way we perceive color changes and larger print
is appreciated. The following are tips that will increase

the effectiveness of marketing to seniors.

 Only use 11 -point and larger size fonts
 Avoid serifs, italics and fancy fonts
 Use color ads to draw attention to what you're selling
 Avoid reverse copy and maintain good white space
 Keep your message on -point and clearly highlight

benefits

KrK That Seniom Are Worth
the Time

Seniors are recession proof. Since the recession be-
gan, households headed by people aged 65 and older
saw their income rise by 7.1 percent compared to a fall
in every other age group by 4 percent or more. Retirees
are shielded from the labor market since unemployment
is not a factor.

Seniors use the Internet. As of April 2012, 53 percent
of American adults aged 65 or older are using the In-
ternet or e-mail. And of those, 70 percent are typically
using the Internet every day. Furthermore, 34 percent of
Americans aged 65 or older use social networking sites
including Facebook. Senior use is growing by leaps and
bounds.

Be real. Be direct. Always ask for the sale. However,
do not use a hard close or scare tactics. Remember, this
is potentially a major move for them, especially if they
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are moving from their family homes where they may have 30 or 40 years
worth of possessions to sort through. A key focus in selling is to not add to
this fear but to reinforce the newfound independence they will have by mov-
ing into your community.

Fbct on Relatinfhip Building

Take the time your customer needs. Seniors often appreciate the personal
touch and therefore actively engaging with them is often as important as
what you are actually saying. Consciously relax your pace to match your
prospect. Your senior prospects have seen and done a lot in their lifetimes. If
they have met their fair share of thieves, braggarts and empty -promise mer-
chants, they may need a little convincing before they put their trust in you.

tinder Prtrnise. Over I)eliver

How can you form a relationship built on trust? It helps to have "evidence"
of your character and professional integrity. A way you can do this is through
the opinion of others, namely your customers. Compile testimonials and
have them ready to share. Better yet, ask residents to host social events, use
a resident's apartment as a model or stop and chat with residents along your
tour route. Create opportunities for your prospects to socialize with your
current customers. Credible testimonials work. It always sounds much better
when praise comes from someone else, and if your customers speak up for
you, they will do your selling for you.

The decision to move from a single-family home to a multifamily property
is not an easy one. When seniors decide to move from their family home
into an apartment community, they want to be assured they will enjoy the
amenities and social life they might have been lacking in their current living
situation, as well as everything else they have been promised. Only promise
what you are confident in delivering.

Be a Qasi}vent
Planner

Send an invitation. When sending
out direct mail to seniors, one of the
most effective approaches is an invi-
tation to attend an event or lecture
series. In addition to encouraging
the prospect to visit your communi-
ty, it helps to position your organi-
zation as an authoritative source of
valuable expertise. A free afternoon
with an expert speaker and plenty
of food is usually very well received.
The key from a marketing perspec-
tive is to capture the names of all
the attendees, add them to your da-
tabase and then maintain contact
with them afterwards. Then, follow-
up, follow-up and follow-up again.

Send a Gd Old
FaDned Thank
You kte

Don't forget the old fashioned,
hand-written, thank -you note.
The time and effort it takes to send
a personalized note will be valued
and appreciated. You will find that
seniors do much to enhance their
new community. The investment
in the time it takes to build these
relationships will continue to build
dividends long after it has begun.

EMILY GOODMAN
CPM, ARM, CAPS IS
REGIONAL PROPERTY
MANAGER AT CORE
REALTY HOLDINGS
MANAGEMENT INC. IN
GREENSBORO, N.C.
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unionbank.com/realestatetreasury

FDIC ©2013 Union Bank, N.A.

We'd like to give you something
you can use: our experience.
For nearly twenty years, Union Bank has provided real estate management companies

with customized treasury management solutions. Our team of Relationship Managers

specializes in a wide range of properties and areas of expertise including:

Commercial & Industrial

Retail&MixedUse

Multi -family

Community & Timeshare Association Management

Real Estate Investment & Asset Managers

Hotel Management

To put our real estate treasury management expertise to work for you,
visit unionbank.com or call us today.

Industry Manager:

Greg Melidonian, SVP, 213-236-4008

Ii UnionBank

Roofing & Repairs - Fast, Free Estimates
Competitive Prices - Fully Insured

10 Year Warranty for Labor & Material on Installations
Referrals Available

General Contractor Painting Contractor. Mold and Asbestos Abatement
State Certified DVBE SDVOSB SBE 1496960

CSLB C-33, C-39, B & Asbestos # 290883

info@dunlaproofingco.com
brooks@dunlaproofingco.com

619.449.9803 (Fax: 619.615.2216)
559.439.8650 (Fax: 559.439.8627)
800.997.8650 (Fax: 888.469.1915)

www.dunlaproofingcocom
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and How to Re -Discover
Street Re tailing

ome of the most dynamic retailing destinations are found on

L). \J retail streets. For most of our country's history, all retailing was
street retailing. The advent of shopping centers in the 1920s and
malls in the 1950s led to the demise of many of the great retail
streets in our country. Their relevance to retailing in America
and their place in the fabric of their community changed dra-
matically.

After World War II, there was a shift from urban neighborhoods to new
suburban neighborhoods. City planners and developers responded to the shift
in demographics from cities to suburbia by planning and developing open-air
shopping centers and enclosed malls. Each of these planned shopping desti-
nations provided ample free parking, a critical mass of retail stores, promo-
tional events and a climate -controlled environment. These conveniences and -
the newness of these shopping environments made most retail streets obsolete .:
to the new generation ofshoppers. - -

.
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The Retail Street Experience
Some retail streets and downtowns survived
the "mailing" of America and now many retail
streets are reappearing stronger than ever. Many
Americans are choosing to live in cities while
others return to the cities for culture, shopping
and a social environment found only in urban
city life. What is attracting these new and want -

to -be urbanites are great neighborhoods and
urban shopping streets. Today, street retailing
offers consumers some of the richest experienc-
es-and on several streets, retailers generate the
most productive sales in the world.

There is a tangible value to streets that can-
not be replicated by shopping centers and malls.
Street retailing serves many purposes: As hubs
for daily shopping needs, located near transit
stations or part of a quaint neighborhood Street
and as fashion, entertainment and dining desti-
nations for local residents, people outside of the
area and tourists. Yet, above all, unique or his-
torical architecture, trendy and popular restau-
rants, bars, entertainment venues and shopping
creates not just a shopping district, but a rich so-
cial gathering environment which is the epitome
of the public experience.

Unique Character of Retail
Streets
Each retail street has its own character and no
retail street can be duplicated like their shopping
centers and regional mall counterparts. The San
Francisco Bay Area, New York, Chicago, Boston
and other metropolitan areas have dozens of
great retail streets, each appealing to a different

r
mix of retailers and restaurant operators. Each
street attracts a segment of the consumers not
seen on the other competitive streets. The cul-
ture of each neighborhood street draws a specif-

- ic customer profile. Understandmg the makeup
of different retail streets provides clues to real-_ estate professionals as to which retailers and res-
taurants are likely to lease space on those streets.

- .---

.: --- -
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Cities love retail streets and rec-
ognize the many benefits of neigh-
borhood pedestrian streets and so-
cial hubs that are alive from early
morning until late into the evening.
There is an improvement in prop-
erty value of other property types
given their proximity to successful
and dynamic shopping streets. The
office buildings surrounding and
above the shopping district of the
Meatpacking District and its con-
necting Chelsea Market in New
York consistently yield a premium
in leasing rates. Another example
is the office space above and sur-
rounding the Ferry Building retail
area in San Francisco. Premium
rents are achieved by other prop-
erty uses for their proximity to the
amenities of the retailers and res-
taurants at the Ferry Building and
the surrounding shopping and din-
ing district.

In an effort to activate city
streets, reduce vehicular traffic and
make cities more dynamic, many
municipalities require retail space
in the ground floor of multi -story
buildings. Cities need to be cau-
tious where they require retailing
in multi -story buildings. When re-
tail space is required on non -retail
streets, the buildings are usually
tenanted with service businesses
such as hair salons; insurance and
real estate offices; and fast or quick
service chain restaurants. While
these uses might be small compo-
nents in successful shopping streets,
they are not enough by themselves
to create a successful shopping en-
vironment.

Good and great retail streets
evolve organically over an extended
period of time, not by government
fiat. Developers and architects must
understand the space requirements

of street retailers and restaurants
and design ground floor space that
has visual separation from the pre-
viously mentioned uses, realizing a
connection between the pedestri-
ans and the storefronts. Retail space
designed with the wrong con figura-
tions, store fronts and sizes will not
attract the best retailers and restau-
rants, but will attract lower -quality
stores more commonly found in
grocery -anchored or strip shop-
ping centers. When pedestrian -
relevant architecture, proper store
configuration and sequential prop-
erty development takes place in an
emerging neighborhood, the mar-
ket place is allowed to respond as
a reaction to retail and restaurant
successes. In most instances, when
these principles are not followed,
there are greater numbers of retail-
ers and restaurants that fail. Slowly
over time, new retail streets emerge
or old streets are gentrified.

Leasing Street Retail
Space
Leasing retail space on good to
great retail streets is different from
leasing retail space in shopping
centers and malls. Retailers, res-
taurateurs and their leasing agents
searching for a location at a shop-
ping center need to call one or a few
property owners or leasing agents.
Finding the owners of vacant or
soon -to -become vacant space on
retail streets is more difficult and
time consuming. A good retail
street may have up to 100 buildings
each usually separately owned, re-
quiring up to 100 different owners
to call for space that may become
available. In tight marketplaces,
leasing agents should call retailers
and restaurant operators in desir-
able locations to see if there is an
opportunity to change the tenancy
for that space before it potentially

Understandirg the makeup o different
retail streets provides ckes to real estate
professionals as to which retailers and
restaurants are likely to lease space on
those streets.
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Retail streets in downtowns are often the most successful
retailing in their metropolitan area.

Street retailing districts such as Union Square in San dynamic shopping district of New York's Soho.
Francisco, Michigan Avenue in Chicago and Fifth Avenue Neighborhood retail streets serving localized
in New York are among the highest producing retail areas neighborhoods are also vibrant streets in many cities.
in the world. Great neighborhood retail streets that serve Valencia Street in the Mission District of San Francisco,
their region include Newbury Street in Boston's Back Lafayette Street in New York's NoLita neighborhood,
Bay, Fourth Street in Berkeley's West Side, Robertson Montana Avenue in Santa Monica, Queen Ann Avenue
Boulevard in Los Angeles, Lincoln Road in Miami's South in Seattle Queen Ann neighborhood are all strong
Beach, Santa Monica's Third Street Promenade and the neighborhood retail streets.

i

.1n :-

Ihird Street Promenade
anta Monica

Roberison Boulevan I
Los AnseIes

 Major Street Retailing [)istricts
 Neighborhood RCIaII Streets

hits the market. Many street retail
spaces are not listed on the internet
and do not have "For Lease" signs in
windows or on the building. Leas-
ing agents become aware of spaces
that will be available by network-
ing with other street retail leasing
agents and property owners. Retail-
ers and restaurant operators and
their respective leasing agents will
often recognize signs of an existing
weak retailer and make inquiries
with the retailer or property owner
to create leasing opportunities.

Benefits of Street
Retailing
There are many advantages for re-
tailers and restaurant operators to
locate on a retail street. The vis-
ibility of their location can become
their brand and their advertising.
In shopping centers, especially in
malls, the lease will dictate the hours

\lichigan Avenue
k(hiro

Newbury Street
1Hoston's Back Bay

tenants must remain open; whereas
on a street, merchants and restau-
rateurs determine their own hours
based on consumer demands, en-
abling them to better control their
labor costs and reduce their utility
expenses. In many instances, mer-
chants' sales on good to great retail
streets are the same or significantly
better than their sales in mall loca-
tions.

Communities and municipalities
love the 18 -hour -per -day excite-
ment that great retail streets cre-
ate. Sales tax generated by retail-

F:

ers and restaurants, along with in-
creased property values contribute
to a city's tax base. Property owners
across all property types are able
to achieve increased rents or hotel
rates when their buildings are lo-
cated on or near great retail streets,
while retail building's landlords will

experience significant demand and

:jffh Avenue
New York

greater rental increase when their
buildings are on great retail streets.

Great retail streets have always
been part of our country's fabric
and now municipalities and the
general public are rediscovering
the life retail streets bring to a com-
munity Given a choice, most of us
gravitate toward charm, original-
ity and the authenticity that is only
achieved through cultured street re-

tailing. These are rich and dynamic
experiences unmatched by their re-
gional mall competitors.

RICHARD MUHLEBACH, CPM.
(RMUHLEBACHaCOMCAST.NET) PAST
IREM PRESIDENT, IS A RETAIL BROKER.
CONSULTANT AND EDUCATOR IN THE
SEATTLE AREA.

ERIC MUHLEBACH (ERICØFANDELRETAIL.
COM) IS A RETAIL BROKER IN SAN
FRANCISCO REPRESENTING NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL RETAILERS IN
THEIR SEARCH FOR STREET LOCATIONS
AND ACQUIRES AND SELLS BUILDINGS
ON RETAIL STREETS THROUGHOUT THE
NATION.

irem.org/Jpm I jpm I 25
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A SUPERPOWER for Super Leadership
Superman had it made. Of all his superpowers, the one that impresses me most is that bullets bounced
right off him without making a mark. Whether he deflected harm with a protective arm raised to the
sky, or the weapon ricocheted off his suit, nothing thrown his way could harm him. What an admirable
(and handy) trait. In fact, it's a trait required of every successful leader.

- _________

Those in positions of power come under
attack-they always have and always
will. A protective armor allows for sur-

vival. Strong leaders hold their ground and
don't sway to pressure if it differs from their
own, especially when they know they are on
the right course. However, the strongest lead-
ers can also admit errors without compromis-
ing their status, too. The power of invincibility
is most prized when it's used to protect others.

Defend and Protect

Leaders accept responsibility for guarding
staff members. The alpha wolf, the matriarch
elephant and the boss are all leaders who put
themselves in harm's way to protect those in
the group. It's one of the traits that make fol-
lowers want to follow.

For instance, when a tenant
complains about a staff mem-THE
ber's decision, supervisors of- LEAC
ten listen and allow the tenant's AND
voice to sway opinion. Protective

TAKE
leaders defer to the staff member
and relinquish authority to that BLOC

person to work out the conflict. FROF

If the staff member is wrong, - OTHE
protection is still provided by al-
lowing him to save face with the
tenant and give the message that
he has changed his mind-not that the leader
usurped his authority. Now that's protection.

Block the Bull and Control
Damage

There's confusion and contention within the
ranks, or maybe it's your supervisor who cre-
ates anxiety amongst the staff. Then again, per-

haps it's you who had the bad day. Although
a reality, the smart leader, first and foremost,
takes steps to block the bull from reaching
others. No reason to expose staff to poisons
that hurt morale or productivity-block them
using your superpower.

If the poison gets past your armor, it's time
for damage control. Not everyone has the
power to deflect weapons-you must help
them recover and stand strong.

Play the Part

This superpower includes acting supportive,
even when you're uncertain. Are you unsure
of the new software being implemented? Do
you think the renovation budget is a bit un-
derfunded? Don't let your hesitation take pre-

cedence; instead, present a
confident attitude.

3MART Are you invincible? Not
ER FIRST quite, but playing the part

FOREMOST, includes blocking your ap-

S STEPS TO prehension when it's present
so those who look to you for

K THE BULL leadership have the ability to
I REACHING see the positive. Certainly,
ERS. they may come to have con-

cerns as you do (and there
may come a time when you
share yours), but first, use

your superpower to block outward pessimism
that could negatively affect others.

Up, UpandAway

The next time you see the villains approaching
your team, come to their rescue. Who knows,
next thing you know you'll be able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound.
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IREM Institute of Real Estate Management

This new IREM White Paper series focuses
on how leadership development can help
real estate managers manage people and
relationships, and provide direction to help
their teams achieve goals.

The first two publications in this series are
available now:

 The Real Estate Management Professional
Leadership Competency Model

 Leadership Development: Building Teams

Download your copies today and watch for
future installments.

www.irembooks.org

Fall Leadership

www.irem.org/conferences

THE IREM® LEADERSHIP

WHITE PAPER SERIES

LEARN ABOUT:

 The essential differences between a manager and a leader

Emotional intelligence (EQ) vs. ID

 How the team leader can grow and support team growth

 The definition of a team versus a workgroup

 and much more...

FREE FOR IREM® MEMBERS!

DURABLE COOL ROOFS, INC

- I1'i'i Is(s II''1 II

*** FREE ESTIMATES ***

Superior Workmanship
Competitive Pricing

Satisfaction Guaranteed

559.439.8626
877.799.8626 (ToIl Free)

SERVING ALL OF CALIFORNIA
CA License # 927886

paul@durablecoolroofs.com

www.durablecoolroofs.com
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HIGHER
GROUND

JACK W. STAF-
FORD, CPM,
(JACKSØME-
R1D!ANGROU-
PREM.COM) IS

A PROPERTY
MANAGER
WITH MERID-
IAN GROUP IN
SANTA BAR-
BARA, CALIF.

The Proper Use of IREM Credentials

The state of property management in
1933 was a catalyst for a group of
managers in Chicago to create an
organization based on competence,

professionalism and a Code of Professional
Ethics. The Institute of Real Estate Manage-
ment has grown into an international organi-
zation which includes over 18,000 members
and 557 companies. As the organization grew,
so did the IREM brand which continues to
distinguish its members from the rest of the
property management industry.

IREM also developed credentials-certi-
fications, accreditations and designations-
which recognize the achievements of individ-
uals and companies. Each of these credentials
has a name or symbol which has been trade-
marked. It's essential to recog-
nize the correct and consistent
use for the IREM brand. IREM
has published the IREM Brand
Style Guide which provides a
comprehensive guide for usage
of the IREM logos, statements
and styles. This detailed guide is
available at www.irem.org/pdfsl
mediacenter/IREMtrademark-
guide.pdf

Violations of the use of the
trademarks generally occur in
two areas-members and non-
members. While IREM has the
duty to police its own members,
none of the same sanctions that can be brought
against a member (e.g., suspension for a viola-
tion of the Code of Professional Ethics) can be
brought against a non-member. Normally, in
the case where a violation by a non-member
has been reported to IREM Headquarters,
IREM will pursue compliance through ad-
ministrative and legal avenues. For example,
CPM Candidates can be denied admission

IBrand Style Guide

To view the detailed

IREM brand Style Guide,

visit www.irem.org/
pdfs/mediacenter/IREM-
trademark guide.pdf

to IREM if they misrepresent themselves as
CPM Members during a zoning hearing.

Applying for an IREM membership in or-
der to pursue one of the credentials means
that from day one the applicant subscribes to
and accepts the requirements of the Code of
Professional Ethics. Included in the Code of
Professional Ethics is a "Pledge' The last sen-
tence states, "I pledge myself to comply with
the principles and declarations of the Institute
of Real Estate Management as set forth in its
Bylaws, Statement of Policies and the Code of
Professional Ethics:' This pledge also includes
the correct use of the IREM logos, statements
and styles.

For instance, do you know that in a sen-
tence when "IREM" is an adjective modify-

ing something else, you need
to use the "registered mark"
(IREM®) but when "IREM" is
the subject or object of a sen-
tence you don't? While misuse
may often be innocent mis-
takes, they should still not be
made. It's important that any-
one using the IREM brand fol-
lows the correct guidelines to
ensure that IREM maintains
its distinctiveness in the mar-
ketplace.

Do you remember the hard
work and many hours it took
to achieve your credential or

designation? Do remember why you saw (and
continue to see) the value it has for your ca-
reer? Each time someone recognizes your
achievements, remember that you are rep-
resenting the knowledge and respect of the
IREM brand. Part of what distinguishes that
brand is the correct and consistent use of the
IREM logos, statements and styles. I urge you
to take the time to get it right.
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Solutions that lead to better lighting.

At SYLVANIA Lighting Services our goal is to help you maximize your company's energy savings.
We'll start with a detailed assessment of your current energy usage and, if appropriate, follow up
with a customized design for more efficient lighting. As the industry leader in turnkey lighting solutions,
SYLVANIA Lighting Services can help you be sure your lights are on when you need them and off
when you don't. And with the installation of dimming lighting controls, you can even set your lighting
somewhere in between. To order an accurate energy assessment or to discuss a lighting solution
custom -designed for you, call 1 -800-323-0572 or visit www.sylvania.com/sls.
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5aving IVioricy is aing ivioney

hange is good, or so some would say.

(
And if you're a real estate owner or

\' operator, change means a number of
things-including the temporary loss of rental
income, turnover expense and a combination
of hope and headache until the space is filled.
Regardless of the property type, these things
occur. But better understanding the space,
state of the rental market and potential costs
associated with turnover or re -renting can
help you determine whether or not a change
will do you good-that is, whether you should
negotiate to retain your existing tenant or al-
low them to vacate in order to attract a more
favorable option. The choice is yours.

The No Brainer

With the economy improving, albeit slowly,
the calls come less frequently than they did
five years ago. But let's face it, we still get
them. In fact, just the other day I received a
call from a long-term tenant at an industrial
complex who was looking for a 30 percent
discount on his rent in order to stay. While his
books showed that even with the discount his
business would not turn a profit, there was not
much I could do to help him. His space is only
3,000 square feet and is located in an industrial
park within a Los Angeles sub -market boast-
ing over 97 percent occupancy market wide.
What's more, his rent was below market. No
sooner than I received his 30 -day notice did I

receive an inquiry from a neighboring tenant
looking to renew their lease and expand-all
at market rate. This made bidding farewell to
the outgoing tenant all the more easy. It's not
always so simple.

Let Me Think About It

I know, comparing multifamily to industrial

properties is an apples -to -oranges compari-
son, but in this case it fits. Multifamily prop-
erties mirror the single-family residential
market in that things slow down around the
holidays. It is not uncommon for units to sit
vacant from Halloween until after the new
year if the price is not right. So, when I con-
sult with a mom and pop or other owner of a
smaller property, I often advise them to choose
between the vacancy or the rent concession-
it's simple. You add the total turnover costs
and add up the total projected rental income
that you stand to lose. Amortize this over the
course of a year and decide whether or not it is
palatable to concede this amount to the tenant
by way of a rental reduction. Is there a middle
ground? Can you reach an agreement short of
the break-even point? These are all things to
consider. Remember, it's not always an option
and is certainly market specific, but it's a vi-
able option for some owners.

Blame It on the Economy

As with many operational decisions, whether
you offer a concession or opt for the vacant
space, depends on the owner's goals. So, if
there is one thing you take from this column,
remember the next two sentences: While oc-
cupancy continues to trend upward and the
economy continues to improve, take the time
to develop relationships with your tenants that
will carry you through more difficult times. If
you direct an onsite staff, encourage them to
develop the level of professional comfort with
tenants that will enable them to carry on con-
versation and possibly see the warning signs
of potential vacancy before it becomes immi-
nent. There's never a wrong time to focus on
improving tenant relations. Just think, the oc-
cupancy you save might be your own.
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THE DEFINITIVE TEXT FOR THE

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

Today, owners have high expectations of their
real estate management professionals. A strongo knowledge of finance is an advantage that can
enhance a real estate manager's relationships
with clients and the professionals that turn to
them for their expertise.

This book provides insight into the real
estate management company and
manager's role inthefinancial analysis

and asset management of a
property. It provides an inside

of how to budget,
look into the details

r

forecast, and
analyze cash flow.
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ou could say it all started with dessert. One
sleepy Sunday on the Greek island of Pat-
mos, I learned a few retailing secrets from a
baker. Stopping to try pougi, a scrumptious
sweet almond cake, I mused half -jokingly
that this shop would do great business in
Los Angeles or even New York. Evidently

I mused rather loudly because the shopkeeper replied to
me in English that he appreciated my idea but although
he had considered it, he did not want to expand because
he would lose his loyal customer base. He didn't want to
dilute his business. This was a man who knew his market.

Since Patmos sits relatively in the middle of the Aegean
Sea and about 150 miles off the coast of Greece, our con-
versation on this topic was entirely unexpected. But then,
you never know where your next best ideas will come from.
It's true that retail has been more like a combat zone than
a comfort zone these past few years. What's changed, and
how can we learn from it? From Patmos to Portugal to
small-town America, here are a few tips I've learned from
retailers and managers around the globe.
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The Power of Perspective
:: Don't ask-Show-Your Customers What They Want
Everyone has a gimmick: It's all a matter of perspective. Not long ago, my
family and I visited Ephesus, Turkey, which offers the world's largest and
best -preserved peek into classical Roman life. On a blisteringly hot day, we
were encircled by a chaotic crowd of vendors hawking everything a tourist
could want-from Turkish rugs to jewelry. And who could resist the colorful
booth advertising genuine fake watches? Masters of marketing in their own
way, these local entrepreneurs had nailed down an important retail essential:

They anticipated their customers' desires.
When it comes right down to it, knowing and understanding your cus-

tomers' needs is critical for property managers. And while it's great to have
retailers with sizzle, you need the steak too: staying power is critical. Want
to determine if the rubber meets the road in your shopping center? Start by

carefully evaluating your retailer's business plan.

:: Merge Virtual With
Reality
In a world where it's nearly im-
possible not to be eclipsed by the
next bright, shiny thing on the
horizon, the race is on. Here's
the good news: Retail is still a
gathering place-it's where we
socialize. The challenge for land-
lords and retailers today is to
remain relevant, generate sales
and find the right talent to deliv-
er it all. Customer expectations
are higher than ever before.

Consulting firm Deloitte in
its whitepaper, The Next Evolu-

tion: Store 3.0, notes that retail-
ers who can successfully marry
the traditional physical nature of
retail with the virtual will suc-
ceed, and those who can merge
a touchable, experience -ori-

ented, brick -and -mortar store

with up-to-the-minute online
information and access will be
at the forefront. So, take a mo-
ment to talk with a professional
in another area of the globe; you
just may come away with a fresh
perspective.

When you re
considering
the tenant
mix of your
centers,
remember
that retail now
is more than a
convenience,
it's a lifestyle.,,

Øne
stop at Café de Belem in Lisbon, Portugal,

is all you need to become a customer for life.
With an estimated 12,000 visitors per day, what's
the reason this tiny café in Lisbon's metropolis
beats out all the rest? It's the only place in Lisbon
you can find their delectable, mouth-watering
secret -recipe
custard tart,
Pastels de
Belem. The
service isfast __________________________
and furious
andthe lines
are long,
but the wait -
is entirely 'V
worthwhile.
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Harness the Power of
Creating an Experience
I admit it: I succumbed to the charms of
retail at an early age. When I was five,
my family lived in New Jersey and every
Saturday, my grandmother would take
me across the river to Philadelphia to
shop in the outdoor markets. I remem-
ber rows upon rows of tables overflow-
ing with mounds of trinkets, dolls, cos-
tume jewelry and snacks-everything
that could possibly delight a five-year
old's eye and limited pocketbook. High
excitement and much consideration
were given to the shopkeeper offering an
all -too -rare sale. Truthfully, it probably
included a lot of junk, but it was the ex-
perience that made the day.

:: Retail is a Lifestyle
Retail has changed a lot since then, but
our desire to have the experience re-

mains. What's different about shopping
today? First, we're all hyper -connected,
every day in everyway. More than half
of you out there are likely reading this
article on your Smartphones right now.
As customers, we want the frel the am-
bience and service of a neighborhood
store with the best, most up-to-date in-
formation technology has to offer, and
we want it now.

Today, we can shop (almost) any-
where. We've grown used to a culture
of discounting and daily, if not hourly,
sales. Retailers come and go, often with
alarming frequency. We've graduated
from a culture of convenience to a cul-
ture of choice, knowing that we can buy
wherever-and whenever-we want to.
If you have a teenager, I know you're
with me on this one: my daughter can
check out the latest deals on Gilt or
Groupon before her feet even hit the
floor in the morning. When you're con-
sidering the tenant mix of your centers,
remember that retail now is more than a
convenience, it's a lifestyle.

The Power of Cool
Don't underestimate the power that technology and cool can bring to
today's retail. For example, if you've ever been in a store that offers self -
checkout, you know that it doesn't always work. For me, bells typically
sound, alarms go off and I end up skulking back to the regular check-
out stand. Until recently, that is. Venturing into an Apple store to pur-
chase a headset not long ago, I found that I could pay for my purchase
with the Apple Store app on my phone. My first thought? This is cool.
Even though I don't like self -checkout, Apple's twist on technology has
managed to make even this function seem new.

:: Put a twist on it
Today, I can find the best offers before I set foot in a store. I can check
out the closest store to me, chat with a customer service agent on-
line, look up directions and get mobile coupons-all before leaving the
house. If you've been to a bank or a department store lately, it's likely
the sales associate has asked if you'd like a paperless receipt.

As customers, we're more tech -savvy than ever before. We know
what we want, and we know how to use it. I'd bet that many of us
can't resist the urge to shop the competition on our Smartphones while
we're in a store. In fact, Deloitte estimates that 41 percent of us do so
routinely and 59 percent of us used our Smartphones to find a better
price somewhere else. There's also what I call The Good, the Bad and
the Ugly: if we like a product or a service, we can immediately "like"
it-or not-online, in real time.
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sales.'

absolutely know their markets and they have a solid
understanding of their customers. Whether the retail you
own or manage includes old-time street retail or a luxury
mall, here are some ways you can apply these successes
to your own market.

Cultivate a sense of scarcity or luxury: Just
consider the Stars & Bucks (yes, you heard it right)
café I visited in old -town Bethlehem. This owner was
definitely dialed in to his customers' cravings for a cool
coffee anywhere on the planet.

The Power of Consistency

It's happened again: in the last week, two
retailers at the neighborhood center you
manage have asked for rent relief due to
lagging sales. You sense that their com-
plaints about poor foot traffic aren't the
whole story, but what could be the rea-
son for their dragging sales figures?

I turned to a few of the world's top
retailers for advice on translating cus-
tomer experience and quality of service
into dollars:

Apple's ability to seamlessly combine
the newest technologies with stellar
service put it at the top of the list with
a jaw -dropping estimated $5,000 per
square foot in sales.
Top -tier jeweler Tiffany's eye for luxu-
ry and market expansion have boost-
ed its sales to a whopping estimated
$2,974 per square foot.
Women with a penchant for how
good athletic -wear retailer Lululemon
makes you look no matter what you're
doing have contributed to its eye -pop-
ping sales of $1,910 per square foot.

Although these retailers represent the
best of the best, you can apply these same
concepts to your shopping centers. De-
loitte's study agrees that retailers should
tie their key performance metrics to the
need to consider new, innovative tech-
nologies that will marry the virtual with
the physical.

What will the future of retail look like?
Clearly, the store of tomorrow must have
both a twist-the newest of the new, and
a wink-excellent entertainment value.
Now, if someone could just figure out a
way to get me that delicious pougi from
Patmos...

,NONØALTERCONSULT!NG-
SHANNON ALTER, CPM, (SHAN-

GROUP.COM) IS PRESIDENT OF
ALTER CONSU LuNG GROUP IN
SANTA ANA, CALIF.
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spotlight IFamous Properties

TALL IN

outh Dakota is a small state with a large history. Nowhere is that
history more prominent than in Mitchell, a town that 120 years
ago decided to celebrate its assets in grand style. Looking to build
a landmark to act as a community center, the town's visionaries

expanded and created a venue for artists, athletes and entertainers who still
use it to this day-the Corn Palace.

"The whole idea to build the Corn Palace started because the early settlers
of Mitchell wanted to put the town on the map:' says Mark Schilling, Direc-
tor of the Corn Palace.

Built in 1892, the Corn Palace was an instant hit and soon became the
symbol of Mitchell. When the town wanted to become the new capital of
South Dakota over Pierre, civic leaders thought a new and improved Corn
Palace would give them an edge. While Mitchell was ultimately unsuccess-
ful in its bid to become the state capital, the Corn Palace continued to be a
focal point for the town. Soon, town leaders recognized the need for a larger
facility to meet growing community demands-as well as increasing tourist
traffic. Once again, the Corn Palace was rebuilt in 1921, and this structure
continues to serve as the Corn Palace today.

Designed by Rapp and Rapp, an architectural firm from Chicago, the
Corn Palace was designed as an entertainment venue for the community, as
well as a tribute to the region's rich agricultural roots. The new Corn Palace
originally had a sleek, modern architectural style that was gaining popular-
ity nationwide. However, in 1937, Corn Palace leaders wanted the palace

to stand out and opted to capitalize
on its name by adding large Moor-
ish domes, minarets and an array of
flags. "They wanted it to look more
like an actual palace:' says Schilling.

Today, the Corn Palace attracts
about 500,000 people per year. The
highlight of the Corn Palace is the
corn murals on the exterior of the
building. There are 12 murals total,
with four large murals, three mar-
quee murals and five smaller mu-
rals. The murals change every year
and are fashioned completely out of
ears of corns of all sizes and colors.

In the palace's early days, the mu-
rals were simple geometric shapes
and designs, but through the years,
the murals have evolved into vibrant
themes, complete with real -life ar-
tistic depictions. Popular themes
have included South Dakota liv-
ing with images of rodeos, Mount
Rushmore and pheasant hunting;
holidays including the Fourth of
July, Thanksgiving and Christmas;
and youth activities including foot-
ball, dance, hockey, running and
wrestling.

Each year, the Corn Palace Com-
mittee, which is comprised of seven
community members and two Corn
Palace staff members, select a theme
and then work with a local artist to
bring the idea to life through corn.

"The decorators will then take
what we've drawn up and transfer
the idea to paper:' says Schilling.
"They'll sketch outlines and decide
what colors need to be used in each
area. They then turn the 8-by-li
picture into a i2 -by -12 foot piece of
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Corn Palace, South Dakota I spitllght
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art made of corn. They determine
the colors, the lines and the way
the corn needs to lay to bring the
mural to life. They are true artists:'

The same local farmer grows all
the corn for the Corn Palace. The
trusted farmer looks at the plans for
the murals to determine the exact
amount of corn and colors needed.
In 2012, the Corn Palace was unable
to complete all of the murals due to
the drought that plagued corn crops
countrywide.

"We couldn't do the five smaller
murals on the south side of the
building:' says Schilling. "Most visi-
tors take pictures in the front of the
Corn Palace, so we decided that

the five on the south side
would have the smallest impact:'

Inside the Corn Palace are more
corn murals, which are changed
every 12 to 15 years. These murals
have regional and historic themes.
For instance, above the palace's

large auditorium stage is a mural
depicting reconciliation between
Native Americans and settlers. An-
other interior mural pays homage
to South Dakota with images of
Mount Rushmore, pheasant hunt-
ing and gold panning.

The Corn Palace's main function
lies within its arena -style audito-
rium. This houses the largest bas-
ketball arena in South Dakota. It is
used as the home court for Mitch-
ell's local high school and Dakota
Wesleyan University. The gymna-
sium/auditorium space is also used
for proms and graduation ceremo-
nies. It is also a concert venue that

The civmnasium/auditorium space is also used as a concert venue

attracts performers like Clint Black
and Willie Nelson.

The Corn Palace sometimes uses
event space in City Hall, which
is currently attached to the Corn
Palace. While the Corn Palace is
almost always booked, the facility
is also available for private events,
such as weddings or promotional
events for local businesses. Schil-
ling notes that one of the biggest
challenges in managing such a

high -demand event space is being
able to cater to everyone. However,
that may change when City Hall re-

locates later this year. At that point,
the Corn Palace will expand into
the former City Hall space with new
exhibit and event venues.

"People like having events here:'
says Schilling. "Many times we have
multiple events per day. We are
open 350 days a year, and we rare-
ly have an off day:' As for tourism,
Schilling is working on adding new

and improved exhibits to attract
visitors and pique local interest.

"One thing we have found out
from our visitors is that they want
to learn more about the history of
the Corn Palace itself and the his-
tory of agriculture:' says Schilling.
"They want to be 'edutained,' edu-
cated and entertained at the same
time. So we're looking at adding dif-
ferent types of games and simula-
tors into our exhibits that will make
it fun."

As the Corn Palace continues to
evolve, its role as a local legend re-

mains constant. "The Corn Palace is
Mitchell, South Dakota:' says Schil-
ling. "It brings in tourists and gives
our community a place to have large
events. It is the lifeline for the city:' .
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INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM,
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spotlight] Regional Ontlonk

Small Northeast states leverage their sizes and statuses as border towns, college
towns and tourist towns to bolster their commercial real estate markets.
by Kristin Gunderson Hunt

The recession's wrath impacted even the smallest U.S. commer-
cial real estate markets, including New Hampshire, Rhode Is-
land and Vermont-three of the country's 10 least populous
states. But, they too are on the mend, said area CPM Mem-
bers, in part because of their accessibility to other well -per-
forming major cities.

"Being close to Boston and New York, but not in either of those places can
be a big draw depending on the tenant or resident:' said Anthony Natale,
CPM, CFO at Salvatore Capital Partners and president of the IREM Rhode
Island chapter. "Not having the negatives of higher rent costs and other ob-
stacles, while still being able to easily get to those areas, can really benefit
bordering cities and towns throughout the Northeast."

Southern New Hampshire's resilience is partially because of its proximity
to Boston, said David Barrett, CPM, director of operations at Crowninshield
Management Corp., in Peabody, Mass. Barrett resides in Salem, N.H.

"The recession has affected us, but it was slower to hit here because we
didn't over -build and because we're close to Massachusetts," he said. "Mas-
sachusetts was quick to recover because of its big base of recession -proof
healthcare, research and education facilities. Being on the border, we have
benefitted from that:'

Such industries are spilling over
into New Hampshire, too, helping
along its office market, particu-
larly along the Seacoast/Interstate
95, (which includes Portsmouth,
N.H.). According to the CB Rich-
ard Ellis 2013 New England Market
Outlook, activity from a mixture of
office tenants-from medical and
call center tenants to research and
development and government us-
ers-helped further decrease the
area's office vacancy rate in 2012 to
less than 14 percent.

Along Interstate 93/Route 3

(which includes Manchester, N.H.),
vacancy decreased from 15.6 per-
cent to 14.2 percent during the 12

months of 2012, according to the
CBRE report. It indicated that the
decline stemmed from smaller com-
panies backfihling vacancies former-
ly occupied by larger entities that
downsized during the recession.

While Boston industries might
be positively influencing the New
Hampshire office market, Mas-
sachusetts residents are also help-
ing along its retail market-drawn
to New Hampshire border towns,
where no sales tax exists, Barrett
said.

"Having no sales tax brings a lot
of consumers and retailers to the
area:' he said. "We have a lot of shop-

ping centers in these border towns,
and they're managing just fine:'
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Along Interstate 93/Route 3
(which includes Manchester,

N.H.), vacancy decreased
from 15.6 percent to 14.2

percent during the 12
months of 2012.

The tax structure in Massachu-
setts -border state Rhode Island,
however, is not helping draw in
business. The state's high taxes actu-
ally can spur flight, Natale said. In
fact, in 2012, CNBC ranked Rhode
Island 50th out of 50 states in its an-
nual ranking of appealing places to
grow or do business. Still, the mar-
ket is recovering.

"We're seeing some improvement
in the commercial real estate mar-
ket:' he said. "Things appear to be
going in the right direction:'

While low or no taxes might not
be Rhode Island's selling point, its
pool of esteemed college graduates
from places like Brown University
and Providence College do attract
businesses that positively influence
the real estate market, Natale said.

In particular, Providence, R.I.-
home to at least five higher learning
institutions-is benefitting from
its educated population, said Ei-
leen Brierley, CPM, senior property
manager for CBRE in Providence.

"We're a college town, which
brings life to the city:' she said. "In
recent years, Rhode Island School
of Design students have begun
opening shops downtown; condos
have been built and sold; and we've
started seeing a lot more foot traf-
fic. There is a new energy in the city,
and I'm hoping it continues."

The downtown Providence office
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market is seeing some positive ac-
tivity, too. Its vacancy rate at year-
end 2012 was 16 percent, slightly
higher than 15.9 percent at year-
end 2011. However, the Class A va-
cancy rate is the lowest it has been
in nearly a decade, according to the
CBRE 2013 New England Market
Outlook.

"Rents are starting to go up, and
tenants that downsized during the
recession are considering expand-
ing again:' Brierley said. She high-
lighted that Bank of America, one
of her tenants, is currently under-
going a two -floor construction and
expansion project. "Because we
don't have a lot of new tenants com-
ing into this market, it's great to see
increased activity from the tenants
that are already here:'

In South Burlington, Vt.-one of
Vermont's most viable cities-the
commercial real estate market also
depends heavily on existing tenants,
said John Wilking, CPM, president
of Neville Companies in South Bur-
lington. It also depends heavily on
existing buildings, as the legislature
and population resist new develop-
ment, he said.

"Development costs, land costs
and the cost of living are all high,
here:' he said. "With few new build-
ings, there is a fair amount of trad-
ing tenants around. Tenants that are
expanding move from building to
building:'

As a result, both the commercial
office and retail markets are fairly
tight, with vacancy rates of 8.3 per-
cent and 4.4 percent respectively,
according to 2012 year-end infor-
mation from real estate advisory
company Allen and Brooks Inc.,
in South Burlington, Vt. Therefore,
Wilking said he works hard to re-
tain tenants with superior service,
solid relationships and great atten-
tion to his buildings-a common
philosophy among CPM Members
in all three Northeast areas.

"You have to go the extra mile
to keep tenants as always:' Wilking
said. "Retention is the most impor-
tant thing you can do in manage-
ment:'
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market is seeing some positive ac-
tivity, too. Its vacancy rate at year-
end 2012 was 16 percent, slightly
higher than 15.9 percent at year-
end 2011. However, the Class A va-
cancy rate is the lowest it has been
in nearly a decade, according to the
CBRE 2013 New England Market
Outlook.

"Rents are starting to go up, and
tenants that downsized during the
recession are considering expand-
ing again:' Brierley said. She high-
lighted that Bank of America, one
of her tenants, is currently under-
going a two -floor construction and
expansion project. "Because we
don't have a lot of new tenants com-
ing into this market, it's great to see
increased activity from the tenants
that are already here:'

In South Burlington, Vt.-one of
Vermont's most viable cities-the
commercial real estate market also
depends heavily on existing tenants,
said John Wilking, CPM, president
of Neville Companies in South Bur-
lington. It also depends heavily on
existing buildings, as the legislature
and population resist new develop-
ment, he said.

"Development costs, land costs
and the cost of living are all high,
here:' he said. "With few new build-
ings, there is a fair amount of trad-
ing tenants around. Tenants that are
expanding move from building to
building:'

As a result, both the commercial
office and retail markets are fairly
tight, with vacancy rates of 8.3 per-
cent and 4.4 percent respectively,
according to 2012 year-end infor-
mation from real estate advisory
company Allen and Brooks Inc.,
in South Burlington, Vt. Therefore,
Wilking said he works hard to re-
tain tenants with superior service,
solid relationships and great atten-
tion to his buildings-a common
philosophy among CPM Members
in all three Northeast areas.

"You have to go the extra mile
to keep tenants as always:' Wilking
said. "Retention is the most impor-
tant thing you can do in manage-
ment:'

KRISTIN GUNDERSON HUNT IS A
CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM®. IF
YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING
FOR JPM®, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA
TOSCAS AT MTOSCASIREM.ORG.
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THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD
DAVIDSON, CPM, OF GRIFFIS/BLESSING, INC., AMO.

 What would you say has been the biggest change
or adaptation Griffis/Blessing has made to its normal
operations? What was the cause behind this change?

1. We have given clients the ability to access their
property information, both operations and financial
info, online. Our goal was to provide a higher level
of service, and we believe enabling our clients to ac-
cess necessary information on their own schedule is
a very important facet of that.

2. Another big change was the expansion of the roving
maintenance and day porter services. This was done
based on customer (tenant) demand for a service is-
sue that they didn't know how to resolve. It also has
proven to be an additional source of revenue.

 Describe the motivation behind Griffis/Blessing's
charitable giving and community outreach. How do
these contribute to your core values?

We're a local company and we take pride in our com-
munity. Because of our large presence in the area, we
have always felt it has been one of our responsibilities to
help continue the economic upswing of the Pikes Peak
region, and to that end, we pride ourselves in our em-
ployees' involvement in local professional and charitable
organizations. These opportunities also afford our em-
ployees the opportunity to promote our core values of
hard work, integrity, financial stewardship and innova-
tion and creativity in a non -work setting.

U How does your firm retain and attract new talent?

We attract new talent by offering numerous profession-
al growth opportunities and an above -market benefits
program. We seek professionals with unique profes-
sional and educational backgrounds, particularly those
with liberal arts educations and experience in service
industries, such as hotel employees. We look for indi-
viduals with liberal arts backgrounds because we have

found that they are able to be creative problem solvers
and generally have stronger interpersonal communica-
tion skills than those with more technical backgrounds.
In addition, those with hotel experience tend to be ex-

tremely customer oriented and are able to contribute to
the high level of customer service that we believe is so
crucial in our industry.

In your opinion, what is the secret to building a
great team?

The secret is to empower your employees to be able to
make decisions and solve problems on their own. Give
them the tools (education), work environment (safe,
bright and clean) and electronic support (hardware and
software) necessary to be successful.

What aspects or traits do you value in a new
property manager?

When hiring a new property manager, I am looking for
someone who is energetic and can communicate well,
both verbally and in writing. I am also looking for some-
one with a well-rounded liberal arts education who is
willing to accept responsibility.

What distinguishes Griffis/Blessing from other
property management companies?

There are many things that I believe distinguishes us
from other property management companies. I think
the education level of our employees, their overall man-
agement experience and the diversity of our profession-
al designations (CPM, RPA, CCIM, CPA, LEED Certi-
fication and CAM) are just a few items. We are actually
the only management company in our market that has a

Colorado General Contractors "Class A" license on staff.
We also distinguish ourselves by encouraging our em-
ployees to participate in local, community activities.
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hanghai is a city where East meets West. Known for its European and
international influences, Shanghai has a history of welcoming foreign
investors and companies alike. This is exemplified by the Bund 12

building-formerly known as the historical HSBC building, now home to
the Shanghai Pudong Development (SPD) Bank. This famous Bund river -
front area of Shanghai is dotted with historical and architectural landmarks
and was developed at the turn of the 2Otl century during a time of foreign
investment. It continues to house consulates, foreign banks, multi -national
conglomerates and other major players in world government and commerce.

BUND12ISA
NEOCLASSICIST-
STYLEBUILDING \..:

COMPLETEDIN1923 -1V
TOHOUSEHSBC
HEADQUARTERS.

Bund 12 is a neoclassicist -style
building completed in 1923 to

house HSBC Headquarters. At its
completion, it was by far the larg-
est bank building in the area and
the second largest in the world. Its
elegant facade and lavish interior-
filled with European and Chinese
artifacts-stunned all who walked
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- Biind 12 in Shanghai, ChinaIpotlighL

through the doors. At the time,
it was called "the most luxurious
building between the Suez Canal
and the Bering Strait"

Throughout the years, the prop-
erty chaiiged hands several times.
Eventually the building's trademark
bronze lions, flanking the main
staircase, were removed along with
the mosaic artwork that was cov-
ered over with stucco and paint. It
wasn't until the SPD Bank moved
into the building in 1997 that the
mosaics were restored and replicas
of the bronze lions were produced
and displayed in the original man-
ner.

Shanghai Bund Property Co.,
Ltd. is currently tasked with dual
roles of preserving the building's
historical significance and promot-
ing it to millions of tourists, while
also serving the building owner and
its tenants. In addition to routine
management tasks, such as facil-
ity and equipment maintenance,
security, cleaning, landscaping and
customer service, Shanghai Bund
Property Co. provides a series of
customer -tailored and value-added
services for the property.

The management company is
particularly proud of the interna-
tional culture and respect to nation-
al dignity and foreign customs by
providing foreign -affairs services to
the Norwegian, Spanish and Lux-
emburg consulates housed within
the building, and by seeing visitors
from every corner of the world on a
daily basis.

Onsite amenities include confer-
ence hail reception and service, vis-
itor reception, building tours, staff
dorm and private banking area. The
company also offers banquet and
catering services for people work-

ing in the building. The mix of2l tenants include a beauty salon, senior club
and café. To stay ahead of new standards in energy management, Shanghai
Bund Property Co. monitors energy efficiency, carries out data analysis and
provides input on capital improvements to the structure of the building.

To welcome the 2013 New Year,
the Shanghai municipal government
broadcast the New Year Countdown
Lighting Show with Bund 12 provid-
ing the backdrop for the spectacle.
In preparation, a "countdown work
team" focused on each logistical area,
including equipment installations,
power supply, site arrangement and
staff entrance and exit. In addition,
December 31 marked the consoli-
dated settlement day for the Bank of

China, and headquarters' executives prepared to visit each branch to moni-
tor year-end audits-even though traffic around Bund 12 was blocked or
limited for security purposes. The management center formulated emer-
gency plans and instructed the ingoing and outgoing vehicles in an orderly
manner, which was important to the success of the event.

After nearly a century since it is completion, Bund 12 is no doubt the
premier level of luxury. With continued high -quality property management
service, Shanghai Bund Property Co. will be able to preserve this iconic
landmark for its tenants, visitors and the people of Shanghai for many years
to come.

XIN XU, CPM
MANAGING

DIRECTOR
SHANGHAI BUND

PROPERTY CO.,
LTD.

SHANGHAI

SHANGHAI BUND PROPERTY CO., LTD. IS A JOINT
VENTURE BETWEEN SINGAPORE PUBLIC -LISTED
CONGLOMERATE, ASIA FOOD & PROPERTIES LTD.
(AFP) AND SHANGHAI HUANGPU INVESTMENT
(GROUP) DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. IT IS THE OWNER
AND DEVELOPER OF THE U.S. $400 MILLION BUND
CENTER-THE FIRST INTEGRATED REAL ESTATE
DEVELOPMENT IN THE HUANGPU DISTRICT.
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spotllglit / New Legislation

CPM AND CCIM INSTITUTE MEMBERS
GATHER FORCES IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

On Wednesday, April 10, 2013 IREM celebrated its 16th annual

Capitol Hill Visit Day in Washington, D.C. This year, hundreds

of CPM Members and CCIM Institute Members joined forces on,

the Hill in conjunction with the IREM Leadership and Legisla

tive Summit (LLS). During this exciting and educational event,

members met with congressional leaders and staff to discuss

important and pertinent issues that affect the real estate industry

Issues lobbied on

Capitol Hill included:

Carried Interest
In previous years, legislation passed
the House to treat carried interests
as ordinary income. To date, the
Senate has been hesitant to change
the tax treatment of carried inter-
ests. However, with comprehensive
tax reform possibly on the table in
the 113th Congress, both the House
and the Senate could view a change
in the tax treatment of carried in-
terests as a way to offset the cost of
lowering general tax rates, or to in-
crease the perceived fairness of the
tax system.

IREM opposes any proposal that
would eliminate capital gains treat-
ment for any carried interest of a
real estate partnership. There are
those who believe that carried in-
terest should be treated more clear-
ly as compensation for services,
such as salary income, and taxed as
ordinary income. There are some
professions that use carried interest
like a salary-including hedge fund

managers and some oil develop-
ment companies-so many argue it
should be taxed like a salary.

IREM Members urge Congres-
sional members to oppose an in-
crease to the tax treatment of carried
interest for real estate partnerships.
The real estate sector continues to
recover from a devastating reces-
sion. Making changes that would
further hinder the flow of capital
into real estate markets will prolong
the weakening of our economy.

Internet Sales Tax
Fairness
The internet sales tax issue was lob-
bied during last year's IREM Capi-
tol Hill Visit day. The issue died
when the last Congressional session
ended at the end of 2012 and we felt
it was prudent to lobby this issue
again as it has a significant financial
impact on many members.

Many consumers who purchase
goods online believe they are ex-
empt from sales tax if the seller does
not add it in with the purchase.
However, under current law, on-
line buyers are generally subject to

an equivalent use tax to their home
state even when the seller does not
collect sales tax on a purchase.

Consumers who live in states
with a sales tax are legally obligated
to report and pay sales or use tax on
all purchases made online, although
the majority of them are unaware of
this obligation, and very few com-

ply. Conversely, brick -and -mortar
retailers are required by law to col-
lect the tax on behalf of the state.
This puts stores at a tremendous
disadvantage because many online
retailers are not obligated to collect
sales tax, which leads consumers
to believe they pay less for online
goods.

States that are currently expe-
riencing massive budget deficits
may increase other taxes and fees,
like property taxes and/or income
taxes to make up the difference in
lost sales tax revenue-in fact, it is
already happening in some states.
The reality is that states have mas-
sive deficits and unfunded man-
dates they cannot finance without
finding additional revenue or cut-
ting essential services. It only makes
sense to collect a tax that is already
due before instituting new taxes on
everyone.

IREM supports consistent state/
local sales/use taxes for economi-
cally equivalent transactions in the
state or locality in which the goods
are delivered. State/local sales/use
tax consequences should be con-
sistent for economically equivalent
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 Federal legislators felt educated and were impressed with the knowledge and

experience brought to the Hill by IREM and CCIM Institute members.

transactions. IREM supports a level
playing field for local in-store re-
tailers and remote merchants (in-
cluding Internet merchants). IREM
believes that local and state govern-
ments should enforce existing taxes,
rather than create new taxes. IREM
firmly opposes any new programs
that would impose taxes on the cost
of such services, such as fees and
other costs associated with the pur-
chase and ownership of real estate.

Lead Paint in
Commercial Buildings

On May 6, 2010, the U.S. EPA issued
an Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPR) (75 Fed. Reg.
24,848) titled "Lead: Renovation,
Repair, and Painting (LRRP) Pro-
gram for Public and Commercial
Buildings." IREM, in conjunc-
tion with other real estate groups,
responded to the ANPR and re-
minded EPA that they are required
to complete a "congressionally-

mandated study of RRP activities
in commercial and public buildings

and the extent to which they create
lead -based paint hazards before it
can proceed with any regulations'
Studies to date have been undertak-
en almost exclusively in residential
settings.

EPA has been engaged in a num-
ber of lawsuits and settlements
with environmental advocates over
implementation of TSCA. A recent
settlement requires that EPA to fi-
nalize an approach to regulating
lead paint dust in commercial and
public buildings by July 17, 2016.
To that end, on December 31, EPA

announced a public hearing to de-
velop the LRRP rule for public and
commercial buildings. The hearing
will be held on June 26, 2013. In this
notice about the hearing, EPA is
looking to stakeholders to provide
data. The notice states that EPA
"is in the process of determining
whether these activities create lead -

based paint hazards." IREM, in
coalition with the industry groups,
is preparing a response to that no-
tice, with comments due on April

1, 2013. The comments will focus
on the lack of data identifying any
hazard; the extent to which such a
rule would place burdens on com-
mercial properties; the differences
between commercial buildings and
residential structures; and the reno-
vation practices of different prop-
erty types.

IREM supports broad regula-
tory reform such as that pursued by
Congress and the concept of greater
accountability of agency rule mak-
ers to elected officials and support
a viable substitute to the legislative
veto considered unconstitutional
by the Supreme Court. Further, we
endorse the need to shift the burden
of proof in justifying agency regula-
tions toward the agency. Environ-
mental activists argue that EPA is in
violation of the TSCA law, and that
by ignoring public and commercial
buildings continues to pose a lead
paint hazard on citizens.

Federal legislators felt educated and
were impressed with the knowledge
and experience brought to the Hill by
REM and CCIM Institute members.
Once again, a hearty thank you to all
who participated in the 2013 Capitol
Hill Visit Day! We owe the success of

the event to YOU, our loyal members!

FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT
BETH PRICE, THE LEGISLATIVE
LIAISON FOR REM HEADQUARTERS
IN CHICAGO, AT BPRICEaJREM.ORG
OR (800) 837O7O6 EXT. 6021.
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potllght / New Products

EXTREME

TEXTURE COAT

Certainleed Gypsum has expanded
its finishing products line to include
Extreme Texture Coat-an interior
wall texture that provides long-last-
ing durability and enhanced mois-
ture and mold resistance. The prod-
uct is easy to apply and comes ready
mixed, which saves valuable time in
finishing interior walls and ceilings.

This complements glass -mat,
abuse -resistant and moisture- and
mold -resistant gypsum boards,

providing the
aesthetic appeal
of textured walls
and lasting pro-
tection.

________ For more
XTQEME p information,

_________ visit www.
certointeed.

corn/gypsum.
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LIGHTWEIGHT HOSE TO
HANDLE HIGH TEMPS

Flexaust Uni-Loop HT is a light-
weight, copolymer hose reinforced
with an integral polyethylene helix
that operates over a -40°F to 225°F
range and offers good chemical re-
sistance. Highly flexible and crush
resistant, this hose handles full

vacuum, has a smooth interior to
assure efficient fluid flow and is ide-
ally suited for use with permanent
and portable equipment. F1exaust
Uni-Loop HT is available in 1.25,"
1.5" and 2" sizes in standard 50 ft.
lengths and is priced from $0.70 per
ft., depending on size and quantity.

For riiore ir'iiorrnation, visit
www.flexaust.com.

DOUBLE -DOOR

DURABILITY

Therma-Tru' offers a stainable as-
tragal for any Therma-Tru grained
double -door application. Available
in three wood -grained textures-
Oak, Mahogany and Fir. The new
stainable astragal is designed for
double -door applications to help
seal against air and water leaks. The
locking steel slide bolt, steel bolt
spring, weatherstrip and boot work
together to provide a tight seal at
the sill, head jamb and lock side of
the entryway. High -strength alu-
minum construction helps provide
stability, holding power and lasting
performance.

For pricing and availability, visit
www. thermatru. corn.

I

S

POWER TO USB WALL
OUTLET

The second generation Power2U
AC/USB wall outlet is the first pat-
ented device of its type. The wall
outlet is designed with two USB and
two AC power outlets for charging!
powering up to four devices simul-
taneously. The new unit was specifi-
cally designed for contractors look-
ing to wow their customers while
meeting code inspection require-
ments.

:bL99Q Available at www.
t-ewertech.com/products/
oower2u.php.
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Like many people, I

stopped wearing a watch when I
purchased my first smart phone.
But, watches might make a come-
back after I learned about the new
Pebble Watch.

As the most successful Kickstart-
er.com funding project, the Pebble
Watch raised over $10,000,000 in
less than one month, selling more
than 85,000 watches, which far
surpassed its original goal of rais-
ing $100,000. (To learn more about
Kickstarter.com, read the "Gadgets"
article in the Jan/Feb 2013 issue of
JPM.)

So, what does the Pebble Watch
do? It's a smart watch that commu-
nicates with your smart phone-al-
lowing two-way communication
between the two devices. Caller ID,
text message, e -mails, social media
alerts, weather updates and cal-
endar alerts appear on the watch,

allowing you control your phone,
leaving it secure in your pocket,
purse or briefcase.

I have found the Pebble Watch
most helpful during meetings-
when my phone rings on vibrate,
the watch also vibrates. The caller
ID instantly appears on the watch
face to show who is calling. I can
surreptitiously hit a button on the
watch to either answer the call or
send it to my voicemail.

The developer offers an applica-
tion toolkit, so expect some of your
favorite apps to offer support in the
near future. I am looking forward to
seeing the GPS-X and Node Apps
support for the watch because both
of them are tools I frequently use.

For the fitness gurus, the Pebble
Watch can control the music on
your phone, great for jogging as you
can leave your phone securely in
your pocket while you advance or

S

THE PEBBLE
WATCH IS

AVAILABLE

FOR $150

FROM

GETPEBBLE.

COM.

pause the music.
The watch currently offers a

dozen different watch "faces" with
the ability to also create your own.
The rechargeable watch lasts about
one week between recharging. The
watch face is also backlit for easy
viewing at night, and it's both water
and scratch proof.

The watch band is a standard
size and can be replaced with more
interesting colors or textures. It's
available in black, white or red.

The Pebble Watch is compat-
ible with various Smartphones, the
Droid and iPhone, and is available
for $150 from getpebble.com.

TODD CLARKE,
CCIM, (TCLARKEe
NMAPARTMENT.
COM) IS CEO OF
NM APARTMENT
ADVISORS IN
ALBUQUERQUE. N.M.

irem.org/jpm
I jpm'
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king safety hazards for granted has a long and humorous history.
Think of the slapstick -humor image of someone walking into the
side of a building-it's been around since the pratfalls of silent
movies. More recently, this type of attention -getting humor has
also found its way into TV commercials. One example is a choles-

terol medication commercial where male twins walk together side -by -side
in a corridor, talking to one another. One strolls unaffected through an open
door while his twin smacks into the adjacent closed glass door. Humor aside,
these incidents do unfortunately happen, and sometimes with injurious re-
sults.

The increased use of glass in contemporary design has unfortunately cre-
ated a number of potential safety hazards. One such problem involves large
unmarked glass wall components, which may not be seen by people coming
and going. This is especially critical with an aging population where large
unmarked glass components may not be seen. Keep in mind that where an
injury occurs, a law suit may follow.

A recent incident involved Evelyn Paswall, who went to an Apple store in
New York. The typical design of Apple stores consist of very large glass en-
trance walls. Evelyn, an 83 -year -old grandmother, didn't appreciate she was
heading straight for an inadequately marked glass wall as she approached
the store. She broke her nose as a result of the collision. As a result of this
incident, she sued Apple for $1 million dollars.

While it is easy to blame our increasingly litigious society and the individ-
ual for walking into a glass panel, it should be noted that the design industry
and building codes have been cognizant of human impact loads on glass for
about 40 years. The codes have responded and now limit the size, location
and type of glass where human impact loads are expected.

In 1970, State Safety Glazing Acts were enacted which required the use
of safety glazing and required transparent glass panels to be guarded and/or
marked to alert the public to their presence. While these laws focused more
on injuries resulting from broken glass, injuries may still occur from unex-

pectedly walking into an unmarked
glass door or panel with toughened
safety glazing.

'While it is impractical to elimi-
nate large unmarked expanses of
glass, they do represent an unneces-
sary liability There are methods to
prevent or at least reduce the possi-
bility of people accidentally walking
into them.

In addition to legislative require-
ments for conspicuously marking
large expanses of glass, similar rec-
ommendations are also found in in-
dustry standards which consistently
recommend separating people from
the glass, or at a minimum provid-
ing a warning to alert people of the
presence of the glass.

Recommended methods to pre-
vent glass panels from appearing
to be open walkways or doorways
include using guardrails or other
barriers, such as plants; or conspic-
uously identifying the glass with
etching, tapes or decals. Property
managers should understand the
regulatory requirements and appli-
cable industry standards related to
this issue. While too often viewed
as humorous, people inadvertently
walking into large unmarked glass
panels is a real occurrence that af-
fects people, including the property
manager.

Methods of preventing this in-
cident from occurring are known
and can be inexpensively installed.
It's your liability, manage it as you
will..

JULIUS PEREIRA 111
IUSPEREIRAa

COMCAST.NET) IS THE
OWNER OF PEREIRA

U(JUL

CONSULTING IN
CHADOS FORD. PA.
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Your Brand. Your Business.

YOU, Inc. is a new Members -Only resource filled with tips on how to promote your credential
and your IREMI membership to your owners, investors, tenants and colleagues, including:

Landing pages that promote the value of credentials to clients, tenants and
residents that can be added to e-mail signatures and websites

Sell sheets for REPs and presentations promoting expertise

Customizable letters to employers

Window clings and other promotional products for use at properties

Press releases and customizable ads

Tips and ideas for proper usage of credentials

And much, much more...
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Property managers operating in
markets ranging from Shanghai

/ to Rio dejaneiro are seeing

I
their roles evolve from that of

maintenance andfacilities
management to a greater focus

on professional services related to
lease adminAiration, marketing,

tenant relations and even
financial analysis.
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This shift in developing skills is most noticeable in the
BRIG countries (Brazil, Russia, India and Ghina) where
there has been a surge in new development and foreign
direct investment in recent years. International owners
with expectations of Western -style management have
served as a catalyst to raising the bar for property man-
agement standards. According to a third quarter Global
Gapital Markets Report issued by Jones Lang LaSalle,
global commercial real estate investment was expected
to total $400 billion in the U.S. for 2012. Gross -border

transactions, or buyers investing outside of their home counties, represent
an estimated 42 percent of that total.

New developments in these rapidly growing countries also has produced
heightened competition as more properties hit the market. Properties across
the board from office towers and hotels to shopping malls demand a sophis-
ticated level of management in order to remain viable in a more competitive
market where tenants and consumers now have more choices.

Ghina, for example, has experienced a significant building boom in recent
years. What is even more notable is that development is shifting from resi-
dential to commercial properties. That transition is fueling the demand for
a higher level of property management expertise. During the heyday of resi-
dential construction, Ghinese developers were building and quickly selling
out their apartment and condo units. Gommercial properties are being built
and owned, which is emphasizing a developer's need for top-notch leasing
and management skills.

Shanghai -based Brawman Asia is

working to elevate the skillset of the The chief task
managers within its company, as well as aheadfor property
the property industry in Shanghai. In management
2005, the company formed the Shanghai

prms in emergingWeston Real Estate Management Insti-
tute for the purpose of delivering a high markets is to stop
level of international real estate designa- thinking as an
tion training and domestic real estate accounting or
education. The institute has forged stra- maintenance
tegic relationships with international company, and to
universities and programs, including start thinking as an
U.S. organizations such as the National

asset managementAssociation of Realtors (NAR), Goun-
cii of Real Estate Brokerage Managers company.
(GRB) and IREM.

Shanghai Weston signed a licensing
agreement with IREM in 2008, and the institute has set up a property man-
agement platform that is working to incorporate CPM expertise. Gurrently,
there are 80 designated GPM Members and another 20 people that are pur-
suing their GPM designation.

'What we are trying to do with this new platform is to help the new de-
veloper that is in transition from the residential market to commercial and

mixed -use projects, because that
is an entirely different expertise in
terms of management, design, ex-
ecution, etcetera' says Gharlie Lin,
GPM, chairman and GEO of Braw-
man Asia Base Asset Management
Gompany.

Growing Demand
for Professionals

Traditionally, property managers
located in emerging markets have
focused on maintenance and rent
collection. Due to the dramatic de-
velopment happening in the com-
mercial sector, there is a huge need
for higher -level skills. Yet, there is
still a huge gap in many markets re-
lated to the skills that exist and the
skills needed to manage both com-
mercial and residential real estate
properties.

The challenging economic envi-
ronment has increased the demand
for professional managers with high
skill sets in the U.S., and the same
is true in international markets.
In particular, there is a heightened
demand for professionals that have
sophisticated financial analysis and
asset management abilities, as well
as mechanical and electrical opera-
tion, transition and facility manage-
ment.

Two key factors driving the
property management evolution in
Brazil are (1) changing client de-
mands and (2) properties that are
becoming more complicated and
sophisticated, according to Leonar-
do Schneider, ARM, a director and
vice president at Apsa/Secovi in Rio
de Janeiro. The company primarily
manages residential properties, in-
cluding houses, condos and apart-
ments totaling about 90,000 units
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in Rio de Janeiro, Salvador, Recife
and Fortaleza. In the past six years,
residential properties across Brazil
have evolved to include a variety of
new amenities and features, such as
swimming pools and fitness centers.

"To manage these properties, we
need companies with more knowl-
edge and more investment in people
and technologies:' says Schneider.
Client behavior has also changed.
Clients are less tolerant and they
want more services with low prices.
"Foreign companies are investing
in Brazil, and they are used to hav-
ing good services with quality from
their home countries:' he adds. "So,
that forces our companies to devel-
op and become more competitive."

 Changing Role of
Managers

Property managers in Brazil are
recognizing a bigger push to ex-
pand their duties to include asset
management, financial analysis and
strategic planning.

"We need to know more about
the valuation of the property, and
to support the owner with ideas to
improve the quality of a property:'
notes Schneider. "It is not only a
matter of accounting or mainte-
nance. We need to be more proac-
tive:' he says.

In China, developers are looking
to property managers to play a big-
ger role in project development. In-
stead of looking at property or asset
management issues once a project is
completed, the goal is to have more
input on the front end so that de-
velopers can make necessary design
changes or product choices that will
add value over the long-term life of
a project.

"One of the important philosophies that CPM Members learn is to get
involved in the early design stage, so they can provide their input early rather
than at the end when the property is finished:' says Lin, who earned his CPM
designation more than 30 years ago in the U.S.

"This CPM designation trains you to be very systematic in your approach:'
says Lin. He used those skills when he returned to China in 1982 as the head
of Hanoy Properties and began building his own development team. Lin has
been involved in award -winning commercial developments in Shanghai,
such as the Plaza 66 and the Grand Gateway 66.

"Right now we are combining all of the expertise and trying to help other
developments in terms of how they should be developed correctly:' says Li.

 Embracing CPM Training
Formal training and education for property managers is something that is
still in the early days of taking hold in China. Proactive companies, such as
Shanghai Golte Asset Management Co. Ltd. are sending their top executives
and department heads to Shanghai Weston for CPM training so that those
practices eventually filter down throughout the company.

The CPM courses not only provide skills, but it also changes an individu-
al's ideology on how they view properties, notes Pan Guoqiang, CPM, gen-
eral manager for Shanghai Golte-one of the largest real estate management
companies in China. Guoqiang was in the first graduating class of CPM
Members in the IREM Shanghai chapter, and he is now sending six of his as-
sistants into the CPM program so they can in turn coordinate management
for their different regions.

How quickly developers are embracing new practices depends on the
property manager and their investment strategies. Some companies in China
build and sell and move onto the next project. They are less motivated to
enhance the property management component, because they are not long-
term owners. Once a developer decides that they will own and operate, then
the concept is totally different and CPM and asset management will come
into heavy play, notes Catherine Li, CPM, CEO and vice dean at Shanghai
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Weston Real Estate Management Institute.
"Those companies that do have a long-term vision and understand how

good property management can enhance the value are more wffling to em-
brace CPM training:' adds Li.

Although that shift often happens very slowly in many emerging markets,
Rio is seeing a rapid increase in the velocity of change. Rio de Janeiro will
host the 2014 FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics. As such,
there is a considerable investment pouring into the country in new infra-
structure, as well as development, remodeling and restoration.

In other markets, the change is still moving very slowly. The property man-
agement industry in Moscow, for example, remains highly fragmented, notes
Alexei Mescheriakov, CPM, property management director for Spectrum
Group of Companies in Moscow. Spectrum is
an engineering company that also provides a
variety of services including architectural de- The challenging

sign, construction management and property ecoi'omiG
environmentand facility management.
has increased

Both domestic and international companies the demand
are demanding higher standards of manage- for professional
ment. However, owners also remain very cost managers with high
conscious. As such, higher caliber property skill sets in the US.,
management is focused among the "class A" and the same i true
properties, while service standards are much in international
lower at "class C" properties where keeping markets.
costs low is a big priority.

Most of the property managers in Moscow
are still focused mainly on maintenance and facilities management services.
It is very rare for property managers to be involved in financial analysis or
strategic planning, notes Mescheriakov. That being said, property managers
are involved in budgeting and managing property expenses, as well as over-
seeing renovations, inspections, property marketing and tenant relations, he
adds.

 Competitive Edge

For property management firms that are looking to expand their global plat-
form, finding and training managers can be a key part of gaining a competi-
tive edge.

"In my opinion, having a CPM education service as part of third -party
business within CBRE is very useful when approaching the market, because
we are able to showcase our property management skills and the desire to
always improve for our clients:' says Sam Cuccurullo, executive management
director for Asset Services in Asia Pacific for CBRE.

In addition, because the CPM is an internationally recognized certifica-
tion, it is also attractive in other global markets.

In Korea, good property management professionals are always in high
demand, which is why CBRE Korea decided to host CPM education ser-
vices. The company also signed a license agreement with IREM in 2012. As

of January, CBRE Korea had 22 ap-
plicants enrolled in the course.

"By running a CPM program, we
can improve our employees' skill
sets and ensure that those outside
the company are also continuing to
improve:' says Cuccurullo.

The chief task ahead for property
management firms in emerging
markets is to stop thinking as an ac-
counting or maintenance company,
and to start thinking as an asset
management company. As such,
there is more emphasis on educa-
tion and developing best practices.

"The emphasis on education is a
duty of any real estate company that
wants to thrive:' says Schneider.
"Leading organizations are using
resources such as IREM to cham-
pion that process:'

The challenge that property man-
agement firms are working towards
in Brazil is to invest more in the
"services triangle"-process, tech-
nology and people, says Schneider.
In addition, companies also need to
continue to grow and gain scale in
order to be more operationally ef-
ficient and to increase profitability.
Schneider believes that increasing
management skills will not only be
essential to beating competitors,
but in some cases, it will be a must
for survival.

"The real estate market is getting
more and more sophisticated, and
is definitely not a market for rook-
ies anymore:' he says. "Either you
have the right skills to compete, or
you will be out of the market in the
near future' .

BETH MATTSON-TEIG IS A
CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM®. IF

YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING
FOR JPM®, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA
TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØIREM.ORG.
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IREM Industry Partner YARDI

Empower Your Team with Easy Leasing
B LEAH ETLING

utting mobile leasing technology into prac-
tice is just one part of a progressive technol-
ogy strategy for multifamily developer and
manager, Pillar Properties-a division of the

R.D. Merrill Company in Seattle, Wash.
Like leading property management firms nationwide,

Pillar Properties is committed to investing in mobile
applications. With a nimble approach to implementing
new technology, this six -year -old company is ahead of
the curve when it comes to adopting mobile solutions.
With 1,000 new units coming online this year to bring
the total portfolio size to 1,450 units, Billy Pettit, vice
president of investments for R.D. Merrill, is committed
to leveraging the latest technology offerings to achieve
efficiency.

Pettit and his team recently beta tested a newly re-
leased tool for tablet -based leasing, which offers leasing
agents the chance to easily take transaction technology
with them wherever they go. Pillar Properties' leasing
consultants tested the tablet leasing solution at two
properties. One, The Lyric on Capitol Hill, is a brand
new community undergoing the lease -up process.

"Our mobile vision is empowering our team members
so that they don't have to sit behind a desk any longer:'

4 - ________________________

I.ld II

LeasingQPad

said Pettit. "They can take care of just about anything
they need to do at any location throughout our build-
ings, whether it's the leasing staff, the maintenance staff,
or me as a manager?'

With an iPad as the only necessary tool, agents could
execute a lease in the apartment unit the prospect select-
ed, on the rooftop deck with beautiful views of the Se-
attle skyline and Mt. Rainier-or even down the street.

"They were beyond excited about the ability to meet
with the prospect at a local coffee shop, or meet with a
prospect for lunch?' said Pettit. "This allowed them to
get outside of the construction zone and take care of all
the workflow for the leasing process in a much friendlier
environment for the prospect?'

Pettit sees the leasing process for new construction
as a perfect opportunity for tablet -based leasing to be
put to widespread and effective use. Pillar Properties is
bringing four new apartment communities to market in
2013, so there will be plenty of opportunities to use a
mobile option during the leasing process.

He was encouraged to push the mobile envelope
thanks to his personal experiences using technology to
be a more efficient executive. Having already jettisoned
his laptop for a tablet when he travels, Pettit found he

doesn't need the bulkier, heavier device
when he can manage his schedule and e-
mail, login to hosted corporate websites,
access property and investment reports and
approve invoices-all on the iPad. A self -
described "gadget freak" who is always anx-
ious to update to the newest devices, Pet-
tit wanted his employees to have the same
kind of efficiency benefits.

"Completing daily tasks in a more effi-
cient manner ultimately frees up time for
more important things such as resident in-
teraction and retention:' said Pettit.

LEAH ETLING (LEAH.ETLINGØ YARD!.

COM) IS A CREATIVE WRITER FOR
YARD I.
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YARDI Leasing PadTM

>> Mobilizes lead tracking and management with Yardi PopCardTM

>> Instant access to unit availability and lead transfer for
all sister properties via RENTCaféTM

>> Operations and leasing dashboards featuring
data from Yardi VoyagerTM

>> No setup or configuration - simply sign in with your
Voyager username and password

>> Integration with PopCard, RENTCafé, and Yardi Call CenterTM
ensures lead capture from all possible sources L_
To learn more, call 800.866.1144 or visit
www.yard i.co m/Lea sing Pad
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The 2013 Member Rewards Program - It's Better than Ever!

Refer a Member or a Student - You help IREM grow, you introduce your colleague to the premier real
estate management organization, and you can win cash.

It's easy: Simply tell your colleague to list you as a referring member on a membership application or course
registration and you will be entered for the chance to win massive rewards.

GRAND REWARD

One lucky referrer will win
$1 000. And it just takes
one referral to have a shot

ANNUAL REWARDS

The five members with the most
referrals at the end of 2013 split
a pot of $2,500!

MONTHLY REWARDS

Twenty $50 winners every month!
And the top referring member
takes home a cool $250.

Remember: The more members and students you refer, the more chances you have to win big!

NOW GET OUT THERE AND GET REFERRING!

THERE'S A BUNDLE OF CASH WITH YOUR NAME ON IT!

> Tell Your Story!
Telling your own personal IREM story is the best way to entice colleagues or friends to join lREM or take a course.
Share what IREM® has meant to your career.

> SHOW THEM WHAT THEY'LL GET
Direct them to the Member Benefits page at www.irem.org/memberbenefits so they can see for themselves the
value earned by investing in their career.

There's no problem in real estate management that an IREM® Member
hasnt come across or hasn't been involved in. There's a real network
of people that you can go to and get straight information to help you do
your job better."

- Jo/rn Gal/aghe; CPM'
I
Chevy Chase, MD
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Turn top. 63 to see what
Victoria R. Parmentier
CPM, and W Alan
Huffman, CPM, have
to say about the IREM
Foundation.

WHAT KEPT YOU IN THE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY?

TURN TO I. 68 TO H4R
ThI9 TORY!

 Learn more about the IREM Code of Professional Ethics: ARTICLE
7

ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST [p.62].  Things you should know about
PLANNED GIVING [p.63].  Congratulations new CPM MEMBERS
{p.64].0 Turn to [p.67] to learn more about SPECIAL AWARDS AND
RECOGNITION and career moves.  Read a story about how one
property manager DEALS WITH A TOUGH SITUATION [p.681.

IREM MEMBERS ENJOY A FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO JPM.
NOT AN IREM MEMBER? JOIN TODAY AT IREMORG/JQjNjREM.
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WHO UKES CONFUCT? NOT ME.
Conflict is messy and sometimes doesn't
end well. In fact, most of us like to avoid
conflict when we can.

ARTICLE 7 OF OUR CODE OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS STATES:

 "An AMO Firm shall not represent personal or business interests
divergent from or conflicting with those of the client and shall not
accept, directly or indirectly, any material rebates, gifts, fees, com-

missions, discounts, or other benefits, monetary or otherwise, which
could reasonably be seen as a conflict with the interests of the client,
employer, or firm, and which are not disclosed to the client:'

 CONFLICT BETWEEN
MULTIPLE INTERESTS

A conflict of interest does not nec-
essarily mean that you or your in-
terests are in conflict with those of
someone else. A conflict of interest
is when you and/or your firm have
multiple interests, which compete
with each other. As IREM Mem-
bers and designees, we must have
one sole interest, which is identical
to that of our client. We pursue that
which benefits our client, but we
do not come out the loser in this.
When our client's interests are our
only interests, we are usually re-
warded with a continuation of our
client's business-win-win.

 RISK OF IMPROPRIETY
VS. ACTUAL CORRUPTION

Conflict of interest has been de-
fined as, "a set of circumstances
that creates a risk that professional
judgment or actions regarding a
primary interest will be unduly in-
fluenced by a secondary interest"
(Lo and Field 2009). Staying on the
right side of the law in your man-

agement does not necessarily mean
you have no conflict. Your firm can
be free of impropriety in all its ac-
tions and still have a conflict. The
essence of a conflict of interest is in
the potential to be influenced by a
competing interest.

In our dealings with (and on
behalf of) our clients, we must
certainly avoid impropriety, but

we must also avoid situations that
present the risk of impropriety.
And we must avoid the perception
of conflict or impropriety. That is
why Article 7 of our Code of Ethics
gives us the helpful list of things to
avoid-gifts, discounts, etc. When
we accept these monetary and oth-
er considerations from non -clients,
the risk they present to our loyalty
is, in and of itself, the conflict that
must be removed.

 WHAT DOES THAT
MEAN FORUSASCPM,
ARM AND AMO MEMBERS?

AMO firms should adopt a com-
pany -wide policy which prohibits
acceptance by any of its employees

C-
-- Prtrwr

TO DOWNLOAD THE REAL LIFE
ETHICS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
REAL ESTATE MANAGER, VISIT
WWW.IREM.ORG/ETHICS.

the benefits and gifts that are some-
times offered to them by vendors
and tenants. If you have an employ-
ee handbook, put your conflict of
interest policy in there and make it
very specific-leaving no room for
gray areas. As for CPM and ARM
Members, Article 7 should always
be a part of your basic work eth-
ic-whether it's a part of your com-
pany's policy or not. If you spend
any time wondering if something is
okay for you to do, or if a gift is okay
to accept, chances are it's not.

When an employer hires a man-
ager with an IREM designation,
that employer can rest assured that
its manager will adhere to the IREM
Code of Professional Ethics. Take
our Code seriously, and you will be
taken seriously, and we will all walk

with pride as IREM designees.

LIZ WALKER. CPM,
(LIZ WALKERØRELI-
ABLEPROPERTYMAN-
AGEMENT.NET) ISA
BROKER AT RELIABLE
PROPERTY MANAGE-
MENT IN SAN JOSE.
CALIF.
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WHO UKES CONFUCT? NOT ME.
Conflict is messy and sometimes doesn't
end well. In fact, most of us like to avoid
conflict when we can.

ARTICLE 7 OF OUR CODE OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS STATES:
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C-
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TO DOWNLOAD THE REAL LIFE
ETHICS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
REAL ESTATE MANAGER, VISIT
WWW.IREM.ORG/ETHICS.
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Things You Should Know About
PLANNEDGIVING byKimberlyHolmes

Planned giving, bequests and legacy
gifts are different ways to describe
the method of donating through es-
tate -planning vehicles such as trusts
and wills. Planned giving is a way to

make the largest gift possible to the
IREM Foundation.

Estate planning is a great way to
preserve your assets during your
lifetime. Planned gifts typically

come from a contributor's assets
rather than income, and can be out-
right or deferred. You can plan a gift
to us that will only take effect after
your other obligations have been
satisfied.

Many people have taken steps to
create benefits for both themselves

Becoming a member of the Legacy
of Leaders is quite simple. You are
already qualified if you have named
the IREM Foundation in your will
or trust, or have otherwise included

us in your estate plans. Please let

us know by submitting an "estate

intention letter:' Download the let-
ter from our website at www.irenl-
foundation.org. To learn more about
planned giving options, request a
copy of the Planning Strategies bro-

chure by calling (800) 837-0706,
ext. 6008 or e-mailingfoundation@
irern.org.

If you are intrigued by the oppor-
tunity to improve your own finan-
cial picture by giving to the IREM
Foundation, we advise you to work
with your attorney and financial
advisors to plan the charitable ar-
rangement which is most advanta-
geous to your estate.

and their favorite organizations.
While a planned gift can offer you
tax benefits, it also allows you to
support the IREM Foundation's
mission without affecting your cur-
rent financial situation. Estate gifts
have immense value to the Foun-
dation because they allow us to
address long-term goals and objec-
tives.

You can be an important part of
our current endeavor of building up
the financial capacity of the IREM
Foundation by including us in your
estate plan. Join our current Legacy
of Leaders who have made provi-
sions in their estate plans to benefit
the IREM Foundation.

Raymond Baca, CPM
Malcolm W Bates, CPM
Robert K. Beal, CPM
William E. Borsari, CPM
Edward H. Boudreau, Jr., CPM
Eugene J. Burger, CPM
Robert 0. Click, CPM
Douglas F. Collins, CPM
Jo Anne Corbitt, CPM
Kenneth Goodacre, CPM
W. Alan Huffman, CPM
Victoria R. Parmentier, CPM
Beverly A. Roachell, CPM
Russell C. Salzman, CAE, IOM
E. Craig Suhrbier, CPM
Robert B. Toothaker, CPM
Mary W. Wilken, CPM

"This was an easy decision for me. IREM
has provided me with life changing expe-
riences that go beyond the IREM educa-
tional opportunities. I've made 4felong
friendc. Being able to leave an estate be-
quest to the IREM Foundation that may
change someone else's life. . .priceless."

Victoria R. Parmentier, CPM

"It was an easy choice to include the
IREM Foundation in my estate plan-
ning, knowing that whatever I could give
would help future managers to become
even better in the profession which has
been so good to me."

W. Alan Huffman, CPM

KIMBERLY HOLMES (KHOLMESaIREM.ORG) IS
MANAGER OF THE IREM FOUNDATION IN CHICAGO.
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE IREM FOUNDATION,
VISIT WWW.IREMFOUNQAT,ON ORG k
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February
William G. Allen, CPM
Jae Won Baek, CPM
Ken Bailey, CPM
Pamela K. Baker, CPM
Christopher S. Barber, CPM, ARM
Jennifer L. Cavaco, CPM, ARM
Dee Ann Chadd, CPM
Matthew J. Geise, CPM
Michael Alan Greene, CPM, ARM
Kristin Leigh Gross, CPM, ARM
Ann M. Hartman, CPM
Clay Austin Hicks, CPM
Patrick J. Hurley, CPM
Emily Ellis Hurst, CPM
Ji Young Hwang, CPM
Young Nam Jin, CPM
Soyeon Joh, CPM
Chad Damon Johnson, CPM
Robert Jones, CPM, ARM

March

Darbie Michelle Adams, CPM
Marie Yolene Alphonse, CPM
Samuel Kent Bell, CPM
Maximilian Michael Bogard, CPM
Andrew C. Briscoe, CPM, ACOM
Kristen K. Brooks, CPM, ARM
Zachary William Brown, CPM
Michael A. Bryant, CPM
Leslie Jeanne Chase, CPM, ARM
Janet Kay Clark, CPM
Brad Cleage, CPM
Cindy A. Edward, CPM
Mather E. Eldred, CPM

Hyun Jun Kang, CPM
Hiroshi Kanno, CPM
Akira Kasai, CPM
Tina L. Kempa, CPM, ACOM
Takahiro Kido, CPM
Shuichi Eric Kikuchi, CPM
Pil-Kyu Kim, CPM
Young-Ok Kim, CPM
Takafumi Kobayashi, CPM
Elizabeth A. Kohorst, CPM
Hiroyuki Koshiko, CPM
Takaharu Kosuge, CPM
Makoto Kubota, CPM
Kyoung Hwan Lee, CPM
Kenji Maeda, CPM
Connie Park McKinney, CPM
Robert Michael Neudorf, CPM
Koichi Nishida, CPM
Kyoichi Okihara, CPM

Nelda Lynn Erdman, CPM
Kris Walter Figurski, CPM
Nena Gajic, CPM
Lello Gugliucciello, CPM
Rebecca S. Hamilton, CPM
Christopher Young Harber, CPM
Zachary Keith Harris, CPM, ACOM
Rebecca Aaron Harris, CPM
Paxton Xenophon Head, CPM
Cora L. James, CPM
Wade G. Johnson, CPM
Ashley Renae Monroe, CPM
Katherine P Nettle, CPM

I I

CERTIFIED
L!) PROPERTY

M MANAGER

Makoto Osanai, CPM
Adetayo B. Oshadiya, CPM
Ichiro Ouchi, CPM
Donna L. Pope, CPM
Kenneth Fairley Raley, CPM
Yukio Shibuya, CPM
Loretta Ann Shultz, CPM, ARM
Betty H. Siwy, CPM
Shuichi Lucky Takayama, CPM
Kazuya Takenaka, CPM
Toshimasa Tanaka, CPM
Keishi Urata, CPM
Lori J. Weatherford, CPM
Veronica White, CPM
Damon Scott Winslow, CPM
Hisashi Yamada, CPM
Debbie E. Yarborough, CPM

Yvonne E. Perry, CPM, ARM
Israel Reyes, CPM, ARM
Craig Schneider, CPM
Pete Anthoy Sheeran, CPM
Julie A. Spinney, CPM
Janice Marie Swantee, CPM
Kelly K. Tang, CPM
Max Che Tsai, CPM
Paul Wilder, CPM, ARM
Amy H. Wukotich, CPM
Yukari Yarnamoto, CPM
Davis Gamble Yohe, CPM, ARM
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ON THE ROAD
WITH IREM LEADERS
MAY/JUNE LEADERSHIP VISITS

Greater Rhode Island Chapter No. 88 Visit
Location: Providence, RI.
Visiting Leader: Elizabeth Machen. CP:.1, President
May')
Southern California Inland Empire Chapter No. 106 Visit
Location: Corona, Calif.
Visiting Leader: Elizabeth Machen, CPM. President
May 9
Northern Ohio Chapter No. 41 Visit
Location: Cleveland
Visiting Leader: Lori Burger, CPM, Secretary/Treasurer
May 13-17
NAR Mid -Year Legislative Meetings & Trade Expo
Location: Washington, D.C.
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President; Joseph

Greenblatt, CPM, President -Elect; Lori Burger, CPM,
Secretary/Treasurer; Russell Salzman, Executive Vice
President and CEO

May 15
Western North Carolina Chapter No. 40 Visit
Location: Charlotte, NC.
Visiting Leader: Benjamin McGrew, CPM, Senior Vice President
May 17
Region 3 Charity Gala
Location: Bethesda, MD
Visiting Leaders: Machen, CPM, President; Russell

Salzman, Executive Vice President and CEO
May 19-22
ICSC RECon
Location: Las Vegas
Visiting Leaders: Lou Burger, CPM, Secretary/Treasurer;

Russell Salzman, Executive Vice President and CEO
May 23
St. Louis Chapter No. 11 Visit
Location: St. Louis
Visiting Leader: Joseph Greenblatt CPM, President -Elect
May 28-30
Japan Chapter No. 110 Visit
Location: Tokyo
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President; Nancye

Kirk, Vice President, Global Services

RULES OF THE ROAD:
 Advancing IREM's global brand and influence.
 Harvesting knowledge valuable to IREM Members.
 Strengthening the IREM Chapter network.

May
23rd nrival Southern California Real Estate Conference
Location: Orange County, Calif.
Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM, Secretary/Treasurer,

Russell Salzman, Executive Vice President and CEO

5-9
Real Estate of Canada Annual Conference
Location: Toronto
Visiting Leader: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President -Elect
June 11
Central Florida Chapter No. 60 Visit
Location: Orlando, Fla.
Visiting Leader: Henry Voges, CPM, Senior Vice President
June 12
Oregon -Columbia River Chapter No. 29 Visit
Location: Portland, Ore.
Visiting Leaders: Lori Burger, CPM, Secretary/Treasurer
June 12-14
NYC Media Tour
Location: New York City
Visiting Leaders: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President; Joseph

Greenb(att, President -Elect
June 17-18
RealShare
Location: San Diego
Visiting CPM, President -Elect;

Lori Burger, CPM, Secretary/Treasurer; Lynn Disbrow,
COO, Membership & Marketing Services; Russell Salzman,
Executive Vice President and CEO

June 19
Greater Raleigh -Durham Chapter No. 105 Visit
Location: Raleigh, NC.
Visiting Leader: Elizabeth Machen, CPM, President
June 19-25
NAA Education & Exposition Conference
Location: San Diego
Visiting Leaders: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President -Elect;

Russell Salzman, Executive Vice President and CEO; Ron
Gjerde, Vice President, Knowledge Center

Advertiser Website Page
Appfolio www.AppFoUo. corn

13
The ASI Group wwW.asigrOup.US 15
BehrPro www. behrpro.com /qrjpm c2
Dunlap Roofing company www.dunIaproofingco.com
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 MAY
ASM6O4 May 1-2 Englewood, Cob.
HRS4O2 May 1-2 Alexandria, Va.
ETH800 May 2 Jacksonville, Fla.
FIN4O2 May 2-3 Southfield,Mich.
HRS4O2 May 2-3 Salt Lake City
ASM6O5 May 3 Englewood, Cob.
ASM6O3 May 6-7 Orange, Calf,
MNT4O2 May 6-7 San Francisco
ASM6O3 May 6-7 Kirkland, Wash.
MPSAXM May 6-9 Birmingham, Ala.
FIN4O2 May 7-8 Austin, Texas
MKL4O4 May 7-8 Minneapolis
MKL4O5 May 7-8 Braintree,Mass.
ASM6O4 May 8-9 Orange, Calif.
FIN4O2 May 8-9 San Francisco
ASM6O4 May 8-9 Kirkland, Wash.
RES2O1 May 8-17 San Diego
HRS4O2 May 9-10 Pittsburgh
ASM6O5 May 10 Orange, Calif.
A5M605 May 10 Kirkland, Wash.
CPMOO1 May 10 Birmingham, Ala.
MKL4O5 May 13-14 Oakbrook, Ill.
MKL4O4 May 13-14 Albuquerque, N.M.
MNT4O2 Mayl3-14 Las Vegas
ASM6O3 May 13-14 Memphis, Tenn.
MN1402 May 13-14 Scottsdale, Ariz.
MNT4O2 May 13-14 Rockvitle,Md.
RES2O1 May 13-17 Newington, Conn.
MPSAXM May 13-16 Los Angeles
MNT4O2 May 13-14 New York
MNT4O2 May 14-15 Milwaukee
MKL4O6 May 14-15 Dallas
HRS4O2 May 15-16 Oakbrook, Ill.
HRS4O2 May 15-16 Albuquerque, N.M.
FIN4O2 Mayl5-16 Las Vegas
ASM6O4 May 15-16 Memphis, Tenn.
F1N402 May 15-16 Scottsdale, Ariz.
F1N402 May 15-16 Rockville,Md.
FIN4O2 May 15-16 New York
ETH800 May 16 Marlton, N.J.
HRS4O2 May 16-17 Dallas
MKL4O5 May 16-27 Mayfield Heights, Ohio
ASM6O5 May 17 Memphis. Tenn.
ETH800 May 17 Rockville,Md.
CPMOO1 May 17 Los Angeles
ETH800 May 17 Dublin, Ohio
MPSAXM May 20-23 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MKL4O6 May 20-21 San Antonio
MPSAXM May 20-23 Braintree,Mass.
RES2O1 May 20-25 Rochester, N.Y.
HRS4O2 May 22-23 San Antonio
FHS2O1 May 22 Minneapolis
ETH800 May 22 Warwick, RI.
FHS2O1 May 23 Sacramento, Calif.
CPMOO1 May 24 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
CPMOO1 May 24 Bra intree,Mass.
ETH800 May 31 Houston

 JUNE
ETH800 June 3 Denver
RES2O1 June 3-8 Chesapeake, Va.
MPSAXM June 3-6 Portland, Ore.
FIN4O2 June 6-7 Pittsburgh
RES2O1 June 6-21 Southfield, Mich.
CPMOO1 June 7 Portland, Ore.
MN1402 June 10-11 Albuquerque, N.M.
MPSAXM June 10-13 Honolulu
ASM6O3 June 10-11 New York
F1N402 June 12-13 Albuquerque, N.M.
ASM6O4 June 12-13 New York
HRS4O2 June 13-14 Orange, Calif.
ETH800 June 13 St. Louis
CMLOO1 June 14 Albuquerque, N.M.

CPMOO1 June 14 Honolulu
ASM6O5 June 14 New York
ETH800 June 15 Pittsburgh
MNT4O2 June 17-18 Addison, Texas
BDM6O1 June 18-19 Minneapolis
FHS2O1 June 18 Braintree, Mass.
ETH800 June 19 Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
ETH800 June 19 Greensboro, NC.
ETH800 June 19 Orange, Calif.
FIN4O2 June 19-20 Addison, Texas

REM ALSO OFFFRS COURSES
I NTERNATIONALLY NJ CANADA, CHINA.
BULGARIA. BRAZIL, JAPAN, RUSSIA.
POLAND AND S. KOREA.

FOR THE MOST UP-TO-DATE COURSE
LISTINGS, PLEASE VISIT
WWWIREM.ORG/EVENTSCHEDULE.CFM.

COURSE CODES KEY

ARMEXM II ARM Certification Exam
ASM6O3 I/Investment Real Estate Financing and Valuation - Part One
ASM6O4 // Investment Real Estate Financing and \'aluation - Part Two
ASM6O5 //Investment Real Estate Financing and Valuation - Part Three
BDM6O1 II Maximizing Profit: Growth Strategies for Real Estate

Management Companies
CPMEXM /1 CPM Certification Exam
CPMOO1 II CPM Certification Exam Preparation Seminar
ETH800 II Ethics for the Real Estate Manager
F1N402 I/Investment Real Estate: Financial Tools
FSH2O1 /1 Fair Housing and Beyond
HRS4O2 II Leadership and Human Resource Essentials
MKL4O4 /1 Marketing and Leasing: Retail Properties
MKL4O5 /1 Marketing and Leasing: Multifamily Properties
MKL4O6 II Marketing and Leasing: Office Buildings
MNT4O2 1/ Managing the Physical Asset
MPSAXM 1/ Management Plan Skills Assessment
RES2OI I/Successful Site Management
SFH2O1 II Managing Single Family Homes and Small Investment

Properties
SRMQOI ii Sustainable Real Estate Management
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Gerald N. Perlow, CPM, CRB, GRI, MA!, senior consultant with Property Valuation Services
in the Chicago area, received the Illinois Association of REALTORS Political Involvement
Award on Jan. 23. This award was given for outstanding political and legislative service to
the REALTOR1 organization. The announcement was made at the association's Public Policy
Meetings held at the Embassy Suites Hotel and Riverfront Conference Center in East Peoria,
Iii., Jan. 22-24. Periow has been a REALTOR, appraiser and property management consultant
in the Chicagoland area and nationally for more than 30 years. An industry leader, he has
served the REALTOR1 community in a variety of ways at the local, state and national level.

Cindy Clare, CPM, president of Ket-
tier Management, AMO, has been

1 elected as this year's secretary at the
National Apartment Association
(NAA). Ciare has served on the NAA
Board for five years, holding both ap-
pointed and elected positions includ-
ing board member at large, regional

vice president for region 1, legislative chair, communi-
cations advisory board chair and conference committee
chair. As conference committee chair, she is planning
the association's 2013 education conference, which takes
place this June in San Diego. In addition to her involve-
ment with NAA, she currently serves on the IREM Edu-
cation Committee, as well as the Virginia Tech Residen-
tial Property Management advisory board. She was also
recognized as one of the "Women Changing the World of
Real Estate Management:' in the Mar.Apr issue of JPM.

Vance C. Miller, CPM, CEO of Henry S. Miller Bro-
kerage (HSM) LLC and IREM past president (1974)

died Feb. 23 of cardiac arrest. The 79 -year -old leader in
Dallas -area real estate passed away just one year shy of
the 100th anniversary of the highly successful commer-
cial real estate firm founded by his late father, Henry S.
Miller Jr.

Born in Oklahoma, but bred in Texas, Miller had a
huge hand in creating what has become one of the Lone

Steve L. Core, CPM, has been pro-
moted to president of RiverRock
Real Estate, AMO, based in Newport
Beach, Calif. He will lead the com-
pany's property/asset management;
construction management/engineer-
ing and technical services; and re-
ceiverships, property accounting,
financial management and due diligence service lines.
RiverRock Real Estate managess 22 million square feet
of office, industrial and retail space. Core's previous title
was chief operating officer, overseeing the firm's prop-
erty/construction management and leasing business.
He also served as director of property management at
CBRE (formerly Insignia/ESG) where he led property
management operations for a 7 million square foot of-
fice, industrial and retail portfolio in Orange County
and San Diego.

Star State's largest independent full -service commercial
real estate firms. The accomplishment was followed by
HSM's sale in the early 1980s to commercial real estate
firm Grubb & Ellis, where Miller sat on the board un-
til 1991, when Miller and his father reacquired HSM.
Miller's biggest claim to fame is Highland Park Village,
the upscale 250,000-square -foot property which, when
HSM sold it in 2009, fetched $170 million, or $165 mu -

lion more than the company had paid for it in 1976.

irem.orgjjpm
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Iwas half an hour into my first work day and a
resident walked into the office to hand my fellow
leasing agent a rent check. I looked over and saw
something on the check, but didn't think much of

it. My co-worker quickly walked into the manager's
office, I watched as my manager walked over to the
resident-shortly after, chaos ensued.

The manager started screaming and ran into her
office, slamming the door. She continued to stare
through her office window. Obviously confused,
I got up and walked over to the resident. He had
something (or should I say, hundreds of things)
crawling on his shoulders, arms and his jacket-the
same thing that had been on the rent check.

Through a crack in her door, the manager told us
to ask the resident to leave the office immediately,
and then declared that we would close the office
early. I was not sure what was going on, but I began

0

preparing my things to go home.
Before I left, my co-worker offered to buy me

a muffin at the cafe across the street. I hesitated,
but I figured that it would probably be my first and
last day in the property management industry, so I
might as well get a muffin out of it.

Five years later, I'm still in the industry and have
had many more run ins with what I later found out
was called bed bugs. Without sitting down and talk-
ing over a muffin that day, I would have surely quit
that job. Instead, I decided to show up for my second
day on the job, and I've never regretted it. Whenever
things get tough, I always remember, there could be
a muffin around the corner!

KALIB LOCKE, CPM CANDIDATE, ARM,
(KLOCKE@COASTMGT.COM) IS A PORTFOLIO

MANAGER FOR COAST REAL ESTATE IN
VANCOUVER.
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Smarter Solutions
for Places That Matter

YARDI Commercial SuiteTM
delivers a smarter approach to property

management -a single platform for the

entire real estate lifecycle that enables

managers to maximize NOl, drive asset value

for the owner and provide the best customer

service to tenants and their employees.

YARDI Voyager
End -to -end software enables smart, highly efficient
management of the entire real estate lifecycle

YARDI Orion" for SharePoInt'
Out -of -the -box business intelligence dashboards, docu ment management
and portals-built for Sharepoint integrated with Yardi Voyager

YARDI Advanced Budgeting & Forecasting"
Make quick, highly accurate projections and forecasts to
help maximize profitability across your entire portfolio

YARDI Commercial CRM"
Shorten leasing lifecycles and deliver increased operational
efficiency in work practices to drive revenue enhancement

YARDI Procure to Pay'
Improve efficiency, cost savings and spend control by
automating your entire procurement and payable process

--

To learn more, call 800.866.1144 or visit www.yardi.com/commercial YARDI
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